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GENERAL SUMMARY OF THE WORK OF THE SESSION
1.
OPENING OF TIlE SESSION (agenda item 1)
1.1
The eleventh session of the Commission for
Aeronautical Meteorology (CAeM) was held in the
Geneva International Conference Centre (CICG) from
2 to 11 March 1999. The session was opened at 10 a.m.
on 2 March 1999 by the president of the Commission,
Mr C. H. Sprinkle (United States).
1.2
Mr Sprinkle welcomed the Secretary-General
and thanked him for taking time from his busy schedule
to address the Commission. Mr Sprinkle further welcomed participants, and in particular, the
representatives of the International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO) and user groups and extended a
warm welcome to new members of the Commission.
1.3
The Secretary-General of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO), Professor G. O. P. Obasi,
welcomed the participants to Geneva. He extended a special welcome to delegates from Members of WMO which
were being represented for the first time at a session of
the Commission and welcomed the representatives of
the international organizations, whose contribution was
essential for the success of it work.
1.4
Professor Obasi pointed out the Significant
progress made by the Commission during its intersessional period in addressing issues related to
aeronautical meteorology and thanked the president and
vice-preSident of the Commission, Messrs C. H. Sprinkle
(United States) and N. D. Gordon (New Zealand),
respectively, for their able leadership in guiding the work
of the Commission during the inter-sessional period.
Professor Obasi thanked the chairpersons and members
of the Commission's working groups, the rapporteurs
and other experts for their effective contribution to the
work of the Commission.
1.5
Professor Obasi pOinted out that the main
objective of the Aeronautical Meteorology Programme
(AeMP) was to provide meteorological support to meet
the requirements for safe, economic and efficient air
navigation. In order to achieve that objective, WMO fostered cooperation with airline operators, the civil
aviation authorities and the national Meteorological
Services (NMSs).
1.6
The Secretary-General said that since the first
meeting of the CAeM in 1954, the Commission had
normally met in conjoint session with the relevant
ICAO constituent body; the present session was only the
fourth in the series of separate sessions that the
Commission had met since its inception. Professor
Obasi noted however that the next session planned for
2002 would be a conjoint session.
1.7
Professor Obasi noted that since the previous
session of the Commission in 1994 several major events
that had important implications for the Commission
had taken place. The first was the adoption by Twelfth

Congress in 1995, of the Fourth WMO Long-term Plan
and, in particular, the detailed Plan related to AeMP. The
second was the 1997 United Nations Special Session of
the General Assembly on the further implementation of
Agenda 21 of the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development (UNCED). Its conclusions and recommendations continued to present major
challenges for WMO. Professor Obasi was pleased that
the Commission was responding to concerns about the
environment by collaborating with the aviation industry, ICAO and various international organizations, in
investigating the possible contribution of aircraft engine
emissions to environmental problems. He urged the
Commission to pursue its involvement in related environmental issues and to take into account the work
being undertaken by the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) on aviation and the global
atmosphere.
1.8
The Secretary-General noted that during the
inter-sessional period, AeMP had undergone major
developments with the most significant development
being the advances made in the implementation of the
World Area Forecast System (WAFS). He said that the
success of WAFS had been largely due to the completion
in 1996 of the operational WAFS global satellite broadcasts coverage, the introduction of semi-automated
significant weather (SIGWX) forecasts with minimum
forecaster intervention and the successful transmission
trials that confirmed the suitability of the digital BUFRcoded SIGWX forecasts. As planned for the final phase
of WAFS, a large number of Regional Area Forecast
Centres (RAFCs) had fully transferred their responsibilities to the relevant World Area Forecast Centres
(WAFCs), and transition plans were being implemented
for phasing out the remaining RAFCs.
1.9
Professor Obasi said that, by the end of 1998,
a total of 165 WAFS satellite and database display terminals had been installed and were operational in over 120
countries. The Secretary-General thanked WMO
Members and, in particular, Finland, France, the United
Kingdom and the United States, for providing satellite
terminal units and workstations, mostly within the
framework of the WMO Voluntary Cooperation
Programme (VCP). With the implementation of the
WAFS, many NMSs were able to access and utilize in a
timely manner high quality and accurate aviation forecasts to meet both international and specific national
needs. Moreover, by using the software package
PC-based gridded interactive display and diagnostic
system (PC-GRIDDS), donated by the United States to all
Members in 1997, forecasters were now able to generate
from WAFS data, quality tailored aviation products that
went well beyond most current requirements. Professor
Obasi invited WMO Members to assist in ensuring that
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all NMSs were provided with WAFS terminals and workstations.
1.10
As regarded the access to WAFS satellite broadcasts solely by authorized users in the aviation
community, Professor Obasi informed partiCipants that
all WMO Members had been encouraged to take the necessary steps to ensure that, where possible, the NMS was
the designated national Meteorological Authority, as
described in the Chicago Convention, and where that
designation was not possible to ensure that the designated national Meteorological Authority consulted with
the NMS for determining user access to the WAFS satellite broadcasts. In that connection, Professor Obasi
urged the Commission to continue to give due attention
to that important issue.
1.11
Professor Obasi said that the WAFS was fully
dependent for its proper functioning on the WMO
World Weather Watch (WWW), which provided the
required basic data to the World and Regional Area
Forecast Centres. Indeed, the 185 Members provided
nearly all of the observations used to run global numerical weather prediction (NWP) models. He therefore
called upon the Commission to give due recognition to
the important contribution of the WWW and NMSs to
the success of the WAFS, so that policy makers and relevant organizations gave high priority to strengthening
theWWW.
1.12
Professor Obasi noted with interest that other
systems, such as aircraft and satellite-derived data, were
increasingly complementing the traditional available
data. In particular, the advent of automated meteorological reporting from aircraft had led to the availability at
major forecast centres of about 50 000 daily high quality reports compared to about 3 500 per day a few years
ago, at a cost much less than traditional manual air
reports. He said that it was expected that the number of
automated reports would reach 100 000 per day in the
next few years. Professor Obasi noted with interest that
the possible availability of on-board aircraft operational
humidity sensors, in a foreseeable future, would enable
aircraft meteorological data relay (AMDAR) data to
become a part of the composite upper-air observing system. It was therefore important that the Commission be
involved in the AMDAR Panel and that it cooperate with
the Commission for Basic Systems (CBS) in implementing the Global Observing System (GOS) of the WWW.
1.13
Professor Obasi pointed out two important
achievements during the inter-sessional period, namely,
the global use of the standardized aeronautical meteorological codes since 1998 and the development and
publication of the ICAO Manual on Air Navigation
Services Economics (ICAO Doc. 9161-AT 724), relating to
cost recovery from aviation. He noted that a fair and
equitable up-to-date internationally-agreed reference
manual was now available to make it easier for providers
and users of aeronautical meteorological services to
address the cost recovery issue. He urged the
Commission to keep that subject under review.
1.14
Professor Obasi expressed his satisfaction that
23 training events had been conducted during the

inter-sessional period. He expressed his appreciation to
WMO Members, to ICAO and to the Agency for Air
Safety in Africa and Madagascar (ASECNA) for their valuable contribution to the training effort of WMO. He said
that WMO would continue to give high priority to training in specialized fields including aeronautical
meteorology. He pOinted out that while modern techniques, such as the use of Internet, had proved to be
effective training tools in some countries, traditional
training was still needed in many developing countries.
He urged the Commission to continue to give attention
to traditional training because limited telecommunication facilities in those countries was often making it
difficult to access and download training materials from
the Internet.
1.1S
Looking to the future, Professor Obasi said that
the introduction of new telecommunication systems
using new satellite technologies and reliable data-link
communications would certainly make the provision of
aeronautical meteorological services more efficient.
Moreover, he said that, in addition to the impact of new
technology, other issues such as user interface and the
introduction of market economy in many countries
would have implications for the basic future role and
functions of NMSs. In planning for the future, it should
be recognized that most Aeronautical Meteorological
Services would have the responsibility to maintain their
traditional role of observing, reporting and forecasting
weather at aerodromes, of issuing warnings of hazardous
weather to aviationl and of providing service for low

level flights. In addition, those Aeronautical Meteorological Services would also have the responsibility to
monitor the performance of the WAFS to ensure that the
system met the stated reqUirements and to carry out
research on local climate and weather phenomena to
improve the safety and efficiency of aviation operations.
Other responsibilities of Aeronautical Meteorological
Services would include the provision of information for
forecast verification to demonstrate the benefits of the
service provided to users and ensure continuing confidence in the quality of service.
1.16
Professor Obasi said that with the increasing
need for enhanced involvement of developing countries
and countries with economies in transition in the scientific and technical work of the Organization, he was
particularly pleased at the fairly wide representation at
the present session of the Commission. He urged the
Commission to give particular attention to the balance
among the officers and experts who would undertake the
Commission's work during its next inter-session period.
1.17
The Secretary-General said that he looked forward to the recommendations of the Commission. He
was confident that the Commission's deliberations
would be conducted in the traditional spirit of cooperation and mutual understanding, which had always been
the hallmark of WMO meetings. He concluded by wishing everyone an enjoyable stay in Geneva and a most
successful and productive session.
1.18
There were 135 participants at the session.
Those included delegates from 68 Members of WMO

GENERAL SUMMARY
and observers from 4 international organizations. A
complete list of participants is given in Appendix A to
this report.
2.
2.1

ORGANIZATION OF THE SESSION (agenda item 2)
CONSIDERATION OF THE REPORT ON CREDENTIALS
(agenda item 2.1)
The Commission decided that in accordance
with General Regulation 22, it was not necessary to
establish a Credentials Committee. The Commission
approved the report of the representative of the
Secretary-General.
2.2

ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA (agenda item 2.2)
The provisional agenda was adopted by the
session. The final agenda is given in Appendix B to this
report.
2.3
ESTABLISHMENT OF COMMITTEES (agenda item 2.3)
2.3.1
Two working committees were set up to examine in detail the various agenda items:
(a) Committee A to consider agenda items 5, 6, 7, 9 10,
14, and 15. Messrs N. Gordon (New Zealand) and
H. Pumpel (Austria) were elected co-chairpersons of
the committee;
(b) Committee B to consider agenda items 8, 11, 12, 13,
16, and 17. MessrsJ. Goas (France) and M. Edwards
(South Africa) were elected co-chairpersons of the
Committee.
2.3.2
In accordance with General Regulation 24,
the Commission established a Nomination Committee
and a Coordination Committee. The Nomination
Committee was composed of the principal delegates of
Australia, Canada, Chile, Hong Kong, Senegal and the
United Kingdom. The Coordination Committee was
composed of the president and vice-president of CAeM,
the representative of the Secretary·General and the
chairpersons of Committees A and B. Mr R. Hussein
(Egypt) was appointed Rapporteur on the Previous
Resolutions and Recommendations of the Commission
and Relevant Resolutions of the Executive Council.
2.4

WORKING ARRANGEMENTS AND OTHER
ORGANIZATIONAL MATTERS (agenda item 2.4)
The Commission approved various organiza·
tional aspects for the conduct of the session at its first
plenary meeting. The Commission agreed that, in accordance with General Regulation Ill, no minutes of the
session would be prepared, but that statel)1ents by dele·
gations would be reproduced and distributed as and
when requested, in accordance with General Regulation
112. The documents presented at the session are listed in
Appendix B to this report.
3.

REpORT BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE
COMMISSION (agenda item 3)
3.1
REpORT BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE COMMISSION
(agenda item 3.1)
3.1.1
The Commission noted with satisfaction that
CAeM was composed of 242 experts from 142 WMO
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Members. The Commission further noted that the
Working Group on the Provision of Meteorological
Information Required Before and During Flight
(PROMET), the Advisory Working Group (AWG) and the
Working Group on Advanced Techniques Applied to
Aeronautical Meteorology (ATEAM) had met formally
once each during the inter·sessional period, respectively
in October 1997, February and September 1998.
3.1.2
The major achievements of the Commission
during the inter·sessional period that Mr Sprinkle highlighted related to training, the implementation of WAFS,
the changes to the Technical Regulations, the establishment of the AMDAR Panel, cost recovery issues and the
preparation of various publications and training material. In addition, the president and vice·president of
CAeM were actively involved in the development of the
aeronautical meteorology section in the Fifth WMO
Long·term Plan. The Commission agreed with the presi·
dent's view that most of those achievements had only
been possible through the active participation of ICAO
and aviation user organizations with which the
Commission enjoyed close and harmonious relations.
3.1.3
The Commission recalled the main long-term
objective of AeMP, which was to provide meteorological
support to meet the requirements of aviation for safe,
economic and efficient air navigation. It noted with satisfaction that, in line with the decisions of its tenth
session, the amended terms of reference of the
Commission were subsequently endorsed by Twelfth
Congress in June 1995. The Commission recalled that its
highest priority had been training and noted with satisfaction that 23 training events had been held either with
total WMO support, jointly funded by WMO and a
Member, or with WMO providing major technical sup·
port to another organization's training events. The
Commission noted with approval the broad range of
topicS for those training events ranging from WAFS
satellite broadcast implementation to application 'of
WAFS products, aeronautical meteorological codes, vol·
canic ash, and cost-recovery of meteorological service to
aviation.

3.1.4
The implementation of the WAFS was singled
out by the Commission as being one of the major
accomplishments during its inter·sessional period, particularly with the achievement of global coverage of
WAFS satellite broadcasts in 1996. The Commission weI·
corned the progress achieved towards the final phase of
WAFS including the hand-over of the responsibilities of
nine of the 15 RAFCs to the two WAFCs, London and
Washington, and the establishment of transition plans
for most of the remaining RAFCs. The Commission also
recorded its approval of the initial automation and production of high-level SIGWX forecasts, including
transmission trials in the BUFR code and the worldwide
installation of more than 170 satellite terminals providing WAFS data to users on an operational basis. The
Commission noted that additional airline requirements
for six and 36 hourly forecast wind and temperature
fields had been successfully met. The Commission
agreed that one of the benefits of the WAFS satellite
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broadcast system had been its successful integration of
the WMO Regional Meteorological Telecommunication
Network (RMTN) and the ICAO aeronautical fixed service (AFS) in RA N. The Commission felt that such a
success had been the result of the excellent cooperation
that existed between WMO, ICAO and the United States
in that pilot project. The Commission agreed that that
could well serve as a blueprint for similar integration of
WMO ICAO telecommunications systems in other
Regions, to avoid expensive duplication in the provision
of aeronautical meteorological services.
3.1.5
The Commission noted with satisfaction that
Changes to WMO Technical Regulations [C.3.1], [C.3.2]
and [C.3.3] had been approved by the Executive Council
at its forty seventh and fiftieth sessions in June 1995 and
1998.
3.1.6
The Commission felt that the prime achievement of CAeM in the regulatory field during the
inter-sessional period was the achievement in 1995 of
global standardization of the aeronautical meteorological codes as a result of hard work and cooperation
between many different groups. The Commission noted,
however, that although some national deviations still
existed and continued to be a matter of concern to
aviation, those deviations were decreasing as the selfevident benefits of a common code were increasingly
appreCiated.
3.1.7
The president drew the attention of the
Commission to the establishment of the AMDAR Panel
In March 1998, following a preparatory meeting held in
November 1997. The Commission noted with satisfaction that the fiftieth session of the Executive Council
had endorsed the report of the inaugural meeting of the
AMDAR Panel including its terms of reference, the
AMDAR Operational Trust Fund and the AMDAR work
programme. The conclusions of the Commission
regarding AMDAR matters were recorded under agenda
item 10.
3.1.8
Turning its attention to cost recovery, the
Commission congratulated its president for his vigorous
leadership on that issue which had led to a united
approach by WMO in the ICAO Air Navigation Services
Economics Panel. That united approach had resulted in
the satisfactory revision and update of the ICAO Manual
on Air Navigation Services Economics (Doc. 9161 AT/724).
The Commission felt that the revised Manual represented a fair and equitable tool for cost recovery, which had
been recognized as such by all parties to the agreement.
The Commission further welcomed the WMO guidance
material prepared on cost recovery and the special workshop held on the subject in 1997. It was pointed out that
cost recovery for aeronautical meteorological services
was an important issue and that guidance documents for
Members should be published as a high priority.
Additional decisions of the Commission regarding those
'matters were recorded under agenda item 11.
3.1.9
The Commission expressed satisfaction that a
number of publications relevant to its programme had
been prepared or updated since the last session. The
Commission was pleased to note that those publications

included, in particular Methods of Interpreting Numerical
Weather Prediction Output for Aeronautical Meteorology
(WMO-No. 770, Technical Note No. 195), and a joint
WMO ICAO publication - Guide to the Provision of
Meteorological Service for International Helicopter Operations
(WMO-No. 842). The Commission was pleased to note
the publication of four ATEAM Newsletters. The
Commission agreed that that had contributed in no
small measure to the success of the programme and in
particular to the training efforts of the Commission.
3.1.10 A new task of the present inter-sessional period had been monitoring the meteorological aspects of
the impact of aviation on the environment. The
Commission noted with satisfaction the work carried
out in that area by the Rapporteur on Aviation and the
Environment, Mr T. Matsuo Oapan), to ensure that the
concerns of the aeronautical meteorological community_
in that area were adequately addressed.
3.1.11 The president highlighted certain results of
the Advisory Working Group meeting held in Cape
Town, South Africa, in February 1998. The Commission
noted that the group had considered various options for
carrying out the work programme of the Commission to
meet the goals set in the aeronautical meteorology Longterm Plan. The decisions of the Commission regarding
those working groups were recorded under agenda
item 19.
3.1.12 In reviewing the report of the preSident, the
Commission agreed that despite the large number of
training events conducted, the ever-increasing need for

training had not been fully met for lack of sufficient
funds. In addition, the Commission noted that the
excellent coordination and cooperation at the global
and regional levels among WMO, ICAO, ASECNA and
other aviation organizations had not always been
matched at the national and local levels. The
Commission agreed however that significant progress
had been made in implementing AeMP. The
Commission noted with satisfaction that for the implementation of WAFS, the results of meetings of working
groups and training, the programme goals had been
exceeded in spite of having the lowest budget of the
Applications of Meteorology Programme. The
Commission agreed that efforts should continue to be
deployed to meet the growing need for specialized training and to promote an effective coordination of
activities between users and providers of meteorological
services to aviation at the national and local levels.
3.1.13 The president recognized that several
Members were attending CAeM for the first time and
that that indicated the importance of aeronautical meteorology to NMSs.
3.2

PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN IN THE WORK OF THE
COMMISSION (agenda item 3.2)
The Commission noted the contribution of
women to meteorology and related fields and adopted
Resolution 1 (CAeM-XI) to further support the achievement of equal opportunity for participation in CAeM
programmes and activities.
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4.

REpORTS BY THE CHAIRPERSONS OF WORKING
GROUPS AND RAPPORTEURS (agenda item 4)

REpORT OF THE CHAIRPERSON OF THE WORKING GROUP ON
THE PROVISION OF METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION
REQUIRED BEFORE AND DURING FLIGHT (PROMET)

4.1
The Commission considered the report of
Mr ]. R. Dear (Australia), chairperson of the CAeM
Working Group on the Provision of Meteorological
Information Required Before and During Flight
(PROMET), on activities carried out by his group since
CAeM-X. Mr Dear reported on the implementation of
WAFS, the aeronautical meteorological codes and
amendments to the Technical Regulations (WMO-No. 49),
Volume II. The chairperson said that the PROMET session had met once, in June 1997, and was attended by
experts from 26 WMO Members and four international
organizations.
4.2
The Commission was informed that PROMET
had closely monitored the status and implementation
of WAFS through its members' participation at
ICAO/WMO meetings, in particular, the ICAO WAFS,
the Meteorological Link (METLlNK) and the Satellite
Distribution System (SADlS) Operations Study Groups.
The session noted with satisfaction that milestones were
reached in the implementation of WAFS, namely the
global coverage of WAFS satellite broadcasts by the
International Satellite Communications System (ISCS)
and SADIS. The session noted with pleasure the installation of very small aperture terminals (VSAT) to access
WAFS satellite broadcasts in most regions. The development of software to generate automated high level
SIGWX charts both in T-4 chart format for alllCAO standard areas and in BUFR code had contributed to progress
towards the final phase of WAFS. The Commission was
informed that additional high level SIGWX chart areas
of coverage for flights over the southern Pacific Ocean
between Australia/New Zealand and South America and
the southern Indian Ocean between Australia and Africa
had been implemented.
4.3
The Commission noted with satisfaction the
considerable progress made in the phased transfer of
responsibilities from RAFCs to the two WAFCs, London
and Washington. The session was pleased to note that all
European RAFCs had been phased out, that RAFC Cairo
had handed over its responsibilities to WAFC London in
April 1998, and that transition plans for the remaining
RAFCs in other Regions were being implemented
following negotiation by the relevant ICAO Regional
Planning Group and discussion with the relevant WAFC.
WAFC Washington had developed a transition plan for
chart production with target dates for testing and for
operational charts set respectively for April 1999 and
April 2000. Meanwhile, the two WAFCs had held
meetings to initiate backup procedures for WAFS
products and communications in case of one WAFC
system failure.
4.4
The Commission was grateful to the United
States for providing to WMO Members the operational
version of the PC-GRIDDS software package. The
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Commission noted with satisfaction that PC-GRIDDS
was distributed to all Members in July 1997, which
enabled users to view, display and generate an extensive
array of basic and derived meteorological fields including high quality products tailored to users specific
requirements after accessing the WAFS satellite broadcast. The chairperson reported that, with assistance from
WMO, nine ICAO Volcanic Ash Advisory Centres
(VAACs) had been established and that a new volcanic
ash advisory information in graphical format (Model
VAG) had been developed and was now operational. He
said that an algorithm based on eddy dissipation rate
(EDR) had been developed, and that the ICAO METLINK
Study Group had recommended that EDR be used in the
meteorological data block of the ICAO automatic
dependent surveillance (ADS) message for the automated reporting of turbulence from aircraft.
4.5
The Commission expressed satisfaction with
the work carried out by PROMET in close collaboration
with the Commission for Instruments and Methods of
Observation (CIMO) Working Group on Surface Measurements and the Subgroup on Data Representation and
Codes of the CBS Working Group on Data Management,
in addressing Recommendation 3 (CAeM-X) Definitions of precipitation intensity and well-developed dust/sand whirls (dust devils) and funnel clouds.
The session noted that PROMET addressed other important issues, namely the definition of meteorological
visibility for aeronautical purpose and an ICAO proposal to replace the current reporting of minimum visihility
by prevailing visibility. The Commission's actions on
code matters were recorded under agenda item 7.
4.6
The chairperson reported that the first joint
ICAO WMO publication - Guide to the Provision of
Meteorological Service for International Helicopter Operations
(WMO-No. 842), was published by WMO in late 1996.
The Commission noted with satisfaction that guidance
material for training the aviation community in tropiCal
meteorology in the form of a compendium on tropical
meteorology for aviation purposes was at a very
advanced stage of development. A PROMET subgroup
was established to review and update the Guide to
Practices for Meteorological Offices Serving Aviation
(WMO-No. 732) to reflect provisions contained in
Amendments 69 to 71 to ICAO Annex 3/WMO
Technical Regulation [C.3.1]. PROMET provided general
guidance to the subgroup and preliminary work on that
Guide had commenced. It was noted however that it had
become increasing! y difficult to rely on experts to undertake the work in addition to their normal duties.
4.7
The Commission noted the alignment of the
relevant parts of WMO Technical Regulation [C.3.1], with
Amendment 71 to ICAO Annex 3. The session was grateful to PROMET for developing consequential changes to
WMO Technical Regulation [C.3.3] and its Appendix,
Model Charts and Forms. It was noted that the fiftieth session of the Executive Council, had approved the aligned
WMO Technical Regulation [C.3.1] with Amendment 71
to ICAO Annex 3, and the consequential changes to
Technical Regulation [C.3.3].
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4.8
The Commission recalled that at its ninth ses·
sion, in September 1990, it was noted that pilots based
in temperate latitudes were mainly trained in temperate
latitude meteorology and that a need existed for the
training of pilots in tropical meteorology. The session
agreed that a loose·leaf compendium on tropical meteorology should be developed and, as a result, the
PROMET session in 1992 agreed to prepare that gUidance material. The Commission noted with satisfaction
that the PROMET session in 1997 had reviewed a draft
compendium on tropical meteorology for aviation purposes including annexes and had made several
constructive suggestions for improvement. The PROMET
session agreed on a work programme that would lead to
the consideration and approval of the draft compendium by CAeM-XI.
4.9
As a result of the work of PROMET, a large volume of information was currently available in draft form
suitable to pilots and the civil aviation community. The
Commission felt that there was still a need for gUidance
material on tropical meteorology and supported the
view that the document be finalized and published as
quickly as possible using the current version with the
additional information provided by members and
observers.
REPORT OF THE CHAIRPERSON OF THE WORKING GROUP ON
ADVANCED TECHNIQUES ApPLIED TO AERONAUTICAL
METEOROLOGY (ATEAM)

4.10
The Commission considered the report of
Mr J. C. McLeod (Canada), chairperson of the Working
Group on Advanced Techniques Applied to Aeronautical
Meteorology (ATEAM), on the activities of the group
since CAeM-X. The Commission noted with satisfaction
that ATEAM had been very active and expressed particular gratitude that six of the seven meetings of the group
had occurred at no expense to WMO. The Commission
noted with pleasure that, at the kind invitation of
Canada, the funded full inter-sessional meeting of the
ATEAM was held in Barrie, Ontario, Canada, in
September 1998. Other meetings with full or partial
attendance of ATEAM members were held in Geneva,
Switzerland, in October 1994, Dallas, United States,
January 1995, Bracknell, United Kingdom, June 1995,
Innsbruck, Austria, April 1996, Long Beach, United
States, January 1997, and Dallas, United States, January
1999. ATEAM members had attended those informal
meetings at their own expense or in conjunction with
other meetings. The Commission thanked the chairperson and members of the ATEAM for their hard work and
dedication.
4.11
The Commission noted with satisfaction the
publication and wide distribution of three issues of the
ATEAM Newsletters on the scientific lectures given at
CAeM-X and on the proceedings of the sixth and seventh American Meteorological Society (AMS)
Conferences on Aeronautical Meteorology. The
Commission was informed that the preparation of the
eleventh issue of the Newsletter on the eighth proceedings of the AMS Conference on Aeronautical

Meteorology held in January 1999 was almost complete.
The Commission commended the ATEAM on the
Newsletters and felt that those reporting on the AMS
conferences were particularly useful. The Commission
recommended that the Newsletters should continue to
be published and be widely distributed in the future. The
Commission was of the opinion that it would be useful
to focus certain Newsletter issues on aviation hazards
and on the early experiences of members on the use of
gridded datasets.
4.12
The Commission noted with much interest
the United Kingdom Meteorological Office/WMO
Workshop on the Provision of Automated Significant
Weather Forecasts for Aviation held in Bracknell, United
Kingdom, in 1995. The Commission felt that the workshop had dealt with an emerging issue, namely, the
speed and degree of automation of SIGWX forecasts at
the WAFCs and expressed the hope that additional,
more focused workshops, would be held to examine in
more depth such elements as clear air turbulence and
icing.
4.13
The Commission noted with approval the
completion of the revision and update of Methods of
Interpreting Numerical Weather Prediction Output for
Aeronautical Meteorology (WMO-No. 770, Technical
Note No. 195). The Commission expressed its appreciation to members of the working group for the
considerable effort that was reqUired to complete a scientific work of that magnitude. It was agreed that
revisions to that key document would be considered at

least every four years. The Commission expressed
the desire to update that Technical Note again before
CAeM-XII.
4.14
The Commission commended the ATEAM
for the quality of the scientific lectures delivered at
CAeM-X, which had been subsequently published. The
Commission noted with much pleasure the substantial
training programme that had taken place, with 23 training events held since CAeM-X. The Commission
endorsed the idea of developing a four-year strategic
plan for training in aeronautical meteorology as suggested by the ATEAM session in September 1998. Other
conclusions reached by the Commission on training
were recorded under agenda item 14.
4.15
The Commission expressed satisfaction with
the ATEAM for having established and maintained close
liaison with the Commission for Atmospheric Sciences
(CAS). It acknowledged the merit of having CAeM formally represented both at CAS and relevant CAS
working group meetings.
4.16
The Commission recognized the need for a
group of experts, in a number of scientific disciplines
including operational forecasting, to exploit the
advances in the science of aeronautical meteorology.
The Commission was aware that the study of the potential impact of aviation on the environment would be a
topical issue and scientific advice would be needed.
Equally, the advances in computer technology and communications needed to be fully exploited to improve
meteorological services to aviation.

GENERAL SUMMARY
REpORT OF THE RApPORTEUR ON AERONAUTICAL
METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS

4.17
The Commission considered the report of the
Rapporteur on Aeronautical Meteorological Observations, Mr M. Edwards (South Africa), on the activities
carried out on behalf of the Commission during the
inter-sessional period. He reported that he had dealt
with four main issues since the last session of the
Commission. Those included automated weather
observing systems (AWOS) at aerodromes; air reporting;
definitions of visibility for aeronautical purposes; precipitation intensity as well as the definitions of
well-developed dust/sand whirls (dust devils) and funnel
cloud (tornado or waterspout). Those activities were
undertaken through his active participation at
meetings of the CIMO Working Group on Surface
Measurements and in close coordination with ICAO.
The contribution by the Rapporteur in that CIMO working group related to the development of visibility for
aeronautical purposes and the definitions of
precipitation intensity and weather terms led to the
development of material found in the summary
of the deliberations of the Commission under agenda
item 7.
4.18
The Commission noted with interest that the
Rapporteur had conducted a survey on AWOS at aerodromes in 1997. The results of the deliberations of the
Commission regarding that survey are found under
agenda item 9. The attention of the Commission was
drawn to the rapid and impressive progress being made
in the development of sensors and algorithms. That was
expected to accelerate the deployment of such systems
on aerodromes with a move toward fully automated
weather observations.
4.19
The Commission was reminded that, despite
numerous efforts, the number of manual air reports at
their peak only reached about 3 500 per day. It was
pointed out that, as a result of the phenomenal growth
in AMDAR reports in certain .areas of the globe, it was
found necessary to establish an AMDAR Panel. That
Panel was formed in March 1998. The contribution of
the Rapporteur on Aeronautical Meteorological
Observations to the implementation of the AMDAR
Programme is found under agenda item 10.

REpORT OF THE CO-RAPPORTEURS ON THE ECONOMIC
BENEFITS OF METEOROLOGICAL SUPPORT TO AVIATION

4.20
The Commission considered the report of the
Co-rapporteurs on the Economic Benefits of
Meteorological Support to Aviation, Messrs C. R. Flood
(United Kingodm) and J. Goas (France).
4.21
Progress had been made on two main
fronts - the assembly of a list of published papers relating to the economic benefits of meteorological support
to aviation and the in-depth review of existing documentation on cost-recovery. The second of those was
particularly important to Members, and WMO had been
very actively involved. A list of useful references had
been compiled from v.arious sources, such as the
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Conference on the Economic Benefits of Meteorological
and Hydrological Services, held in Geneva in 1994, and
from the responses to an appeal made in the eighth
ATEAM Newsletter published in April 1995.
4.22
The Commission noted with satisfaction that
the key development since CAeM-X had been the major
revision of the cost-recovery procedures which resulted
in the publication of the ICAO Manual on Air Navigation
Services Economics (lCAO Doc. 9161-AT/724) in 1997.
The Commission noted with satisfaction that copies of
that Manual had been distributed to all WMO Members
in December 1997. The basic prinCiples of fairness and
equity in the determination and sharing of air navigation service costs had remained unChanged. As a result,
NMSs were able to charge both for meteorological facilities and services exclusively serving civil aviation and
for a reasonable proportion of core facilities and services
such as infrastructure costs, for example observing and
telecommunications.
4.23
WMO had played an important role through
extensive consultation between ICAO, WMO and the
users. The Commission noted that an infonnal meeting
had been held in Paris, in October 1995, to consider a
united policy on cost recovery for meteorological services which resulted in the document finally being agreed
between WMO and ICAO in 1996. Although the new
lCAO Manllal was a significant step forward, as it provided greater clarity on the principles and procedures for
aviation charging, it was also a complex document. In
order to assist Members, WMO had sponsored the development of separate guidance material funded by the
United Kingdom Meteorological Office and developed
by a consultant, Mr K. Pollard OBE. The Commission's
decisions on that WMO guidance material were recorded under agenda Item· 11.
4.24
The Commission thanked the Czech Republic
for hosting a Workshop on Cost Recovery in November
1997 to assist NMSs in eastern Europe, which was
attended by 17 countries.
4.25
The Commission noted that a special ICAO
Study Group met in Reykjavik in August 1998 to review
the funding of meteorological services to aviation provided under the ICAO Joint Financing Agreement with
Greenland, Iceland and the Faeroes. The Commission
noted that the Study Group had proposed an increase in
the contribution by aeronautical users for the costs of
providing the meteorological service. The Commission
noted with satisfaction that following a study on the
costs of providing aeronautical meteorological services
to aviation in Uganda in April 1998, there had been a
proposal for a substantial increase in revenues for the
Ugandan Department of Meteorology.
4.26
The Commission agreed that it was vital for
NMSs to work closely with both the Aviation Authorities
and the aviation users in their country in order to provide a good quality service in line with user
requirements which could facilitate a negotiated cost
recovery scheme in accordance with the provisions of
the Manual on Air Navigation Services Economics (lCAO
Doc. 9161-AT/724).
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REpORTOF THE 'RApPORTEUR ON AVIATION AND THE
ENVIRONMENT

The Commission considered the report of
the Rapporteur on Aviation and the Environment,
Mr T Matsuo Gapan), on his activities on behalf of the
Commission during the inter·sessional period, The
report pointed out that the main interest in the
atmospheric impact of aviation on the environment
in the past two decades had been largely related to the
contribution to pollUtion in the terminal area by
noise and emissions from aeroplanes during landing
and take·off. As the recognition of environmental
issues such as global warming, ozone layer depletion,
and acid rain associated with human activities
had increased, the global effects of aviation had
received increased attention from scientists and
Governments,
4.28
The Commission agreed that the global data
collection of atmospheric chemical species by sched·
uled commercial aircraft would playa crucial role in
reducing the uncertainties in the scientific assessment
of the impact of aviation on the environment It noted
with approval that worldwide airborne measurements
using commercial scheduled aircraft were being made
since 1994 in Europe by some European airlines,
Swiss air, Air France and Austrian Airlines and since
1993 in Japan by Japan Airlines. The Commission
encouraged and supported the airlines' contributions
to the collection of global environmental data, in
cooperation with the relevant organizations and
Conventions.
4.29
The Commission noted with approval the
many meetings and symposia which had been held
since 1994 to review the present understanding of the
impact of aviation on the environment and to discuss
potential mitigation measures and cooperation among
the aviation-related organizations, the IPCC, and the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UN/FCCC), It looked forward with interest to
the special report on "Aviation and the Global
Atmosphere: 1999" being prepared by IPCC. The
Commission, in noting that over the last four years,
the environmental aspects of aviation had been formally recognized as one of the important problems to
be dealt with by the IPCC and UN/FCCC, expressed its
gratitude to Mr Matsuo for his sterling work on behalf
of the Commission in that vital field.
4.30
The Commission noted with interest that
the Japan Meteorological Agency had been conducting
a project in cooperation with the Ministry of Transport
and the Japan Airlines Foundation since 1993, The
purpose of the project was automatic air-sampling to
measure trace gases over the western Pacific on board
scheduled flights of Japan Aitlines flying between
Sydney, Australia, and Narita, Japan. The samples were
analysed to monitor the concentration of greenhouse
gases in the upper troposphere. It was reported that
enhanced concentrations of carbon monoxide were
found which was thought to be related to El Nino
events.
4.27

5.

AMENDMENTS TO THE WMO TECHNICAL

(WMO-No. 49), VOLUME II
(agenda item 5)
5.1
The Commission recalled that ICAO
Annex 3 - Meteorological Service for International
Air Navigation, was identical, mutatis mutandis, with
WMO Technical Regulation [C.3.1]. The Commission
was informed that the development and approval of
all elements of Amendment 71 to ICAO Annex 3 were
carried out by ICAO in close coordination with WMO.
The Commission noted that the main elements of
Amendment 71 included new requirements for meteorological information for centralized operational
planning, automated pre-flight information services,
provision of volcanic ash advisories in graphical
format, aeronautical meteorolOgical codes, standardization of area forecasts and flight documentation for
low-level flight, the requirements for the uplink of
OPMET information to aircraft in flight, and a cross
reference to the designation of Meteorological
Authority in ICAO Annex 3.
5.2
The Commission was informed that Amendment 71 to ICAO Annex 3, and the consequential
amendments to WMO Technical Regulation [C.3.3]
and its AppendiX, were approved by the ICAO Council
at the ninth meeting of its 153rd session on 11 March
1998, The Commission was further informed that the
alignment of WMO Technical Regulation [C.3.1] with
Amendment 71 to ICAO Annex 3 and the consequential changes to Technical Regulation [C.3.3] resulting
from that alignment were approved by the fiftieth session of the Executive CounCil. The Commission noted
with satisfaction that the updated Technical
Regulations, Volume II (WMO-No, 49), were distributed
to all Members prior to the applicability date of
5 November 1998.
5.3
The Commission was informed that the
PROMET session in 1997 had made a proposal to
remove inconsistencies that existed between reporting
ranges of runway visual range (RVR) and cloud base for
the precision approach runway categories and those
contained in Model A of the Attachment to Technical
Regulation [C.3,2]. Those inconsistencies were attributed to the amended code prescriptions for RVR as a
result of the implementation of Amendment 69 to
ICAO Annex 3/ WMO Technical Regulation [C.3.1] in
July 1993. The Commission was informed that the
PROMET proposal was approved by the president of
CAeM on behalf of the Commission in November
1997, and subsequently endorsed by the fiftieth session of the Executive Council in June 1998,
5.4
The Commission noted that the text in the
first row of Tabular Form, Model D, of the Attachment
to Technical Regulation [C.3.2] was not consistent
with the information contained in Model D. The
Commission adopted a proposed text for the first row
of Model D to read "Frequencies of occurrence of the
concurrent wind direction (in 30° sectors) and speed
within specified ranges", as presented in Annex I to
this report.
REGULATIONS

GENERAL SUMMARY

6.

IMPLEMENTATION ASPECTS OF THE WORLD
AREA FORECAST SYSTEM (WAFS) (agenda

item 6)
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE WORLD AREA FORECAST SYSTEM
(WAFS)

6.1
The Commission noted with satisfaction that
since 1996 three WAFS satellite broadcasts had been fully
operational as part of the ICAO AFS. Those were the
SADIS satellite broadcast provided by the United
Kingdom and covering Europe, Africa, the Middle East
and the western part of Asia, and two ISCS satellite
broadcasts provided by the United States with one satellite broadcast covering the Americas and the Atlantic
Ocean and the other covering the Pacific and the eastern
part of Asia. The Commission recalled that part of the
satellite broadcast covering the Americas and the Atlantic
Ocean was an ICAO/WMO joint project to study the feasibility of the joint use of satellite broadcast technology,
implemented in the Central American and Caribbean
regions. The representative of ICAO said that the project
had been very successful and had met all ICAO and
WMO requirements for the exchange and dissemination
of WAFS, operational meteorological information
(OPMET) and basic data in the two regions. The
Commission noted with satisfaction that WAFS satellite
broadcasts induded global upper-wind/temperature data
in GRIB code; upper-wiod/ temperature forecasts in T4
facsimile format, SIGWX forecasts in T4 facsimile format;
and OPMET messages (METAR, TAF, SIGMET and volcanic ash and tropical cydone advisories).
6.2
The representative of ICAO expressed ICAO's
total satisfaction with the progress made in the implementation of SADIS/ISCS satellite systems. ICAO
believed that the joint cooperation between ICAO and
WMO had been exemplary in the development and
implementation of WAFS.
6.3
A Member requested information concerning
the role of SADIS as a two-way system similar to the ISCS
satellite broadcast in the Caribbean and Central
America. The representative of ICAO explained that the
two-way facility on SADIS had been endorsed by the
European Air Navigation Planning Group (EANPG) for the
collection of OPMET data. The further development and
use of that facility was yet to be agreed by ICAO regional planning groups.
6.4
The Commision was informed about the
implementation of the WAFS by the WAFC London,
induding plans for the final phase. It noted with interest that after dose cooperation and tests with the RAFCs
concerned, the responsibilities of RAFCs Cairo,
Franicfurt, London, Moscow and Toulouse had been
transferred to the WAFC London and that transition
plans had been agreed to for the transfer of all RAFC
New Delhi responsibilities and some RAFC Melbourne
responsibilities to WAFC London by mid-1999. Plans
were also being formulated for the transfer of the
responsibilities of RAFCs Dakar, Las Palmas and Nairobi
to WAFC London. Similar transition plans had been
developed to transfer responsibilities from RAFCs
Melbourne, Tokyo, Washington, Wellington, Brasilia
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and Buenos Aires to WAFC Washington. In order to
achieve the WAFS final phase, the Commission agreed
that full consultation between the two WAFCs was a
vital part of the WAFS implementation process. The final
phase of the WAFS enVisaged that the two WAFCs would
provide back-up capabilities for each other's product,
induding high-level SIGWX.
6.5
The Commission expressed satisfaction concerning the growing number of operational SADIS units
with over 100 VSATs operational in over 70 countries. It
noted that the timeliness of GRIB bulletins to SADIS
users had been ensured by the enhancement by WAFC
London of its production and message-switching techniques. That, in part, had allowed the uplink of T+06
and T+36 GRIB bulletins after a trial in early 1997 to
determine the impact of the added data on the operational SADIS broadcast. The Commission was pleased to
note that WAFC London could produce WAFS SIGWX
charts in T4-coded format for any area reqUired at high
level (SWH) and also for medium level (SWM)/SWH
charts in some regions. The Commission noted that a
new chart for the southern Indian Ocean covering
routes from South Africa to Australia and New Zealand
via the subpolar regions was being routinely produced.
6.6
The Commission noted that the volumes of
OPMET, GRIB and T4 data had increased with the T4
WAFS charts being the largest volume of data on the
SADIS system. The Commission was informed that the
continued expected increase would· require WAFC
London to improve its message switch capacity to

ensure the timely delivery of data. Concerns were
expressed by some Members over the likely increased
costs on SADIS but the Commission waS informed that
that was a matter for ICAO. The Commission was
advised that the management of SADIS was administered by the SADIS Operations Group (OPSG) which had
established a SADIS Strategic Assessment Team to undertake medium-term planning on data requirements on
SADIS.
6.7
Certain Members expressed their concern
about a proposal by the EANPG to introduce mandatory
cost recovery for SADIS. The Commission was informed
by France that RETIM, operated by France, was used to
distribute national aeronautical data and WAFS data,
and that that distribution would continue to be provided without additional cost to users in many countries in
Europe and Africa. France considered that, if SADIS cost
recovery became mandatory, that charge could apply to
countries using RETIM and could pose problems with
WMO practices on the dissemination of aeronautical
meteorological data. The representative of ICAO
informed the Commission that all financial matters
relating to the development of SADIS had to be
approved by the ICAO Council before implementation.
The ICAO policy was to ensure the delivery of aeronautical meteorological data to each State and it was the
prerogative of the Meteorological Authority in the State
to decide how the data was to be used and distributed
within its territory. In connection with SADIS, the representative of ICAO explained that it had always been
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clear that the costs of providing the system would be
recovered by the provider State, and that the lCAO
Council had approved a proposal by EANPG that cost
recovery should be voluntary. Originally, voluntary cost
recovery had been arranged with 11 European States
contributing. However, SADIS had since been expanded
to include the dissemination of OPMET messages, in
addition to WAFS data, and a two-way capability. Many
of the original 11 States felt that it was inequitable that
the costs continued to be borne by so few States while
SADIS was now received by more than 70 States.
Therefore, it had been proposed to the EANPG that a
possible way forward was to introduce mandatory contributions from all States using SADIS receivers.
Furthermore, it was added that the ICAO Council still
had to consider the EANPG proposal. The representative
of ICAO explained that if more States contributed, the
individual contributions would decrease. The statement
from ICAO was supported by certain Members.
WORLD WEATHER WATCH (WWW) SUPPORT TO THE
WORLD AREA FORECAST SYSTEM (WAFS)

6.8
The Commission noted with interest the
information on the support provided by WWW to
WAFS. The role of GOS, the Global Data-processing
System (GDPS), the Global Telecommunication System
(GTS), together with the WWW Data Management
(WWWDM) function and WWW System Support
Activities (SSA), was acknowledged by the Commission
as being ooth fundamental and essential to the success-

ful functioning of WAFS.
6.9
The Commission showed particular interest in
the rapidly growing number of automated meteorological observations from aircraft under the AMDAR system.
In addition, wind profiling and Doppler radars were
proving to be extremely valuable in providing data of
high resolution in both space and time, espeCially in the
lower layers of the atmosphere.
6.10
The Commission noted with interest the plans
for the future further development of the GOS. In particular, the Commission welcomed the planned increase in
automated observations from ships, buoys and aircraft
which would provide observations from many known
data-sparse areas. In addition, the Commission welcomed the expected larger scale deployment of wind
profilers; Doppler and high frequency radars; and lightning detection networks to enhance existing
observational networks. The role of satellites would substantially increase due to many advanced technologies
becoming available within a decade, including increased
numbers of channels for geostationary and polar-orbiting satellites, improved accuracy and vertical resolution
of soundings and use of microwave frequencies for
sounding and imaging. Finally, the Commission was
pleased to note the concept of the future composite
upper-air observing system and felt that its implementation and operation would be critical to the continued
success of WAFS.
6.11
The Commission acknowledged the essential
role of the GTS in collecting and exchanging

meteorological observations, and in timely providing
them in support of the WAFS. The Commission noted
with satisfaction the Significant progress made in the
implementation of the GTS, in particular at the regional
and global levels. Satellite systems used for data
collection in support of the regional and global GTS
included the meteorological satellites as well as those
operated primarily as data-distribution systems using
telecommunications satellites. The Commission noted
with interest that several Members had implemented
satellite telecommunications systems for their national
meteorological telecommunications networks.
6.12
The Commission noted with particular interest that the ISCS operated by the United States, which
was implemented to support the WAFS, was also supporting the two-way satellite-based RMTN in Region IV;
and the distribution of WWW data and products as a
complementary component of the GTS in Region V. It
was noted that the United States had offered to continue supporting the costs of providing the two ISCS WAFS
broadcast. A pilot project was being developed for the
dissemination of WWW data and products in Region II
via the satellite facilities which also supported the WAFS
broadcasts (SADlS) operated by the United Kingdom.
OBJECTrvE FORECASTS AND BUFR-cODED SIGWX

6.13
The Commission noted with approval the
continuing development of procedures for the use of
BUFR-coded WAFS SIGWX charts. The Commission recognized that the provision of highly accurate and
cost-effective digital products required, among other
things, investment in first guess objective forecasts, forecaster training, BUFR-code development and the
planning for sufficient SADIS satellite capacity to meet
user needs, including the possible use of the SADIS twoway to help States up-link their national products on the
SADIS broadcasts. The Commission attached considerable importance to the full implementation of objective
forecasts of WAFS SIGWX and the timely completion of
the various stages of BUFR development indicated by
the United Kingdom. The Commission welcomed the
offer made by the United Kingdom to provide users with
the necessary software to decode BUFR messages. The
Commission noted that when the proposal to use BUFR
was agreed upon, the necessary changes could be included as a part of Amendment 72 to ICAO Annex 3/WMO
Technical Regulations with a suggested applicability date
of 1 November 2001.
6.14
The Commission attached considerable
importance to Members being able to download and use
the BUFR-coded WAFS SIGWX messages and add their
own local knowledge and experience to create final
value-added products. That would be most important for
the low level SIGWX (SWL) (below FLIOO) and the medium level WAFS SWM forecasts where local expertise was
considered essential in some areas, combined with
regional forecasting using high resolution models. The
Commission agreed that such a process would have to
be done in an efficient manner to the high standards of
meteorology reqUired.

GENERAL SUMMARY

6.15
The Commission noted with approval the initiatives taken by WAFC London regarding the
enhancement of the man-machine interface to produce
WAFS SIGWX forecasts in BUFR code. The Commission
considered that the training of service provider personnel was very important in order to enable them to use
the BUFR-coded products in producing the tailored aviation forecasts, because it would help to enhance the
provision of meteorological services to aviation. The
Commission complimented the two WAFCs for their
continuing cooperation to facilitate the advent of the
WAFS final phase.
TRANSITION TO THE FINAL PHASE

6.16
The representative of ICAO reminded the
Commission that the WAFS final phase, as developed by
the conjoint ICAO Communications/Meteorology/
Operations (COM/MET/OPS) Divisional Meeting/WMO
CAeM seventh session (1982), was predicated on two
prerequisites. The two prerequisites were firstly the capability of the WAFCs to produce computer-generated
global upper-wind/temperatures and WAFS SIGWX forecasts and secondly to disseminate those forecasts
directly to States and users via satellite broadcast.
6.17
The Commission recalled that, as a result of
agreement between WAFCs London and Washington,
WAFC London had taken the lead in the development of
techniques for the production of computer-generated
SIGWX forecasts based on the maximum use by forecasters of first-guess fields to infer SIGWX phenomena
from NWP models. The Commission was informed that
those techniques had since been further improved, and
continued to be improved, by both WAFCs concentrating efforts, inter alia, on the accuracy of the numerical
forecasts and the reduction of intervention of forecasters. The Commission recalled that the production of
WAFS SIGWX forecasts was the responsibility of RAFCs
until such time as that responsibility was transferred to
the WAFCs. The Commission noted that the final decision had not yet been taken as to which fiight levels the
boundary between WAFS SIGWX, to be produced by
WAFCs, and national low level SIGWX would apply.
There had been discussion, within ICAO, that the WAFS
responsibility could be FL180 to FL4S0. The
Commission was informed that the ICAO WAFS Study
Group would address the issue at their next meeting.
ACTIONS TAKEN BY

WMO TO ENSURE THAT SYSTEMS WERE

YEAR 2000 (y2K) COMPLIANT

6.18
The Commission noted Executive Council
Resolution 5 (EC-XLIX) - The year 2000 problem, and
expressed satisfaction regarding relevant actions taken
by the Secretary-General and by the president of the
Commission. The Commission welcomed the SecretaryGeneral's initiative to send letters to manufacturers of
meteorological equipment to gather information on the
year 2000 (Y2K) problem and to WMO Members in July
1997 and May 1998 asking them to inform the
Secretariat about their plans for ensuring that their systems were Y2K compliant. The Commission noted with
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satisfaction that the Y2K problem was discussed at sessions of Regional Associations (RAs) I, II and VI held,
respectively, in October 1998, September 1996, May
1998 and at the CBS extraordinary session (CBS-Ext.(98))
held in September/October 1998. The Commission was
pleased that WMO had conducted workshops on the
Y2K problem in Bracknell, United Kingdom, in January
1998, in Prague, Czech Republic, in August 1998 and in
Honolulu, Hawaii, in November 1998, and that those
workshops identified Y2K problems, proposed solutions
and formulated recommendations to Members and to
the WMO Secretariat. The Commission noted with interest that the fiftieth session of the Executive Council had
requested the Secretary-General to ensure that appropriate efforts were put into the Y2K activities, and that as a
result, a consultant had been hired to assist in carrying
out relevant tasks. The Commission noted with interest
that WMO had established a frequently-updated Web
page on the Y2K problem and that that Web page
could be reached at: http//:www.wmo.ch/web/www/
y2k-info.htmi.
6.19
The Commission noted that 42 WMO
Members had not replied to the Secretary-General's letter, 10 Members were Y2K compliant, 106 Members were
carrying out Y2K projects, and 13 Members were aware
of the Y2K problem but did not have a project presently. All but four RTHs were thought to be Y2K compliant.
6.20
The Commission noted with satisfaction that
the CBS extraordinary session, held in Karlsruhe,
Germany, in September/October 1998, had discussed the
Y2K problem relating to telecommunications, data processing and forecasting, upper-air observing systems,
satellite operations and ground equipment. It was noted
that some binary codes such as BUFR and GRIB, particularly relevant to aeronautical meteorology, could
potentially be affected by the problem. The Commission
was pleased to note that, in collaboration with ICAO,
WMO had developed a proposal on how to handle the
Y2K problem within the GRIB and BUFR codes, particularly relevant to aeronautical meteorology. The
Commission was grateful to the president of CBS for
having submitted the proposal to the President of WMO
who approved it on 17 February 1998. The Commission
noted that as a result, the century identifiers would be
20 for 2000 and 21 for 2001 and the year identifiers 100
and 1, respectively for 2000 and 2001. All Members were
urged to ensure that their current systems and those
expected to be purchased would cope with the specific
interpretation of the GRIB and BUFR message identifiers
as indicated above and that their operational systems
followed the correct year identifier on 1 January 2000
and 2001 to be, respectively, 100 and 1.
6.21
The Commission was pleased to note that, in
addition to actions taken aimed at the overall WMO
Programmes, the president of CAeM had circulated a letter to all Commission members in May 1998 drawing
their attention to the Y2K problem which might impact
meteorological services to aviation. The Commission
welcomed the president's request to CAeM members to
provide information on steps already taken or envisaged
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to deal with the issue. In his letter, the president highlighted six steps, which could also be used as a checklist.
The steps induded awareness of the problem, inventory
of systems, assessment of the situation in terms of knowing how severe and widespread the problem Was and
what needed to be corrected and tested. Other steps
induded testing and implementing the repaired or
replaced system into the operational environment and
developing contingency plans in case of unforeseen
problems. The Commission noted with interest the
information provided by CAeM Members indicating
awareness of the Y2K problem and the level of inventory
and assessment of systems so far achieved. The
Commission urged Members to take additional steps to
carry out the remaining tasks highlighted in the letter
from the president of CAeM.
6.22
The Commission expressed its gratitude to
both the United States and the United Kingdom for their
initiative to ensure that WAFS satellite broadcast terminals would be Y2K compliant. In addition, the
Commission noted with satisfaction that the software
package, PC-GRIDDS, donated to Members and distributed though WMO would be made compliant with the
Y2K problem.
6.23
The Commission recommended that in coordination with CBS, Members who had not already done
so, should, as a matter of urgency, complete their Y2K
preparations and report their expected state of preparedness to the Secretary-General by Thirteenth Congress. In
coordination with ongoing activities, Members should

identify the likely Y2K status of their Regional
Telecommunication Hubs (RTHs), including specifiC
details on the impact of potential loss of those hubs in
regards to both the gathering of observations and the
dissemination of WAFS products. In regard to aviation,
Members were encouraged to advise all end users on the
likely impact of Y2K on meteorological services. To
ensure the continued delivery of services, Members were
encouraged to conduct end to end tests with their users,
paying particular attention to the gathering of observations and the dissemination of services, including those
to aerodromes and their corresponding air traffic
services (ATS) units.
6.24
The Commission noted that Meteo-France was
taking all the necessary steps to ensure that RETIM terminals which received WAFS data and products would
be Y2K compliant. Many European Members and users
and those in the Mediterranean Basin that had RETIM
terminals would soon receive the necessary information
regarding measures to be taken to be Y2K compliant.
THE ICAO INTERNATIONAL AIRWAYS VOLCANO WATCH
(IAVW)

6.25
The Commission recalled the serious hazard
posed to aircraft by volcanic ash in the atmosphere, noting that since 1982 several aircraft had lost power in
flight on one or more jet engines due to the ingestion of
volcanic ash. The Commission was aware that ICAO had
addressed that problem by the establishment of IAVW
with the assistance of other international organizations,

including WMO. The Commission noted with satisfaction the progress attained by the IAVW following the
recent introduction in ICAO Annex 3/WMO Technical
Regulation [C.3.1J of provisiOns governing the role and
responSibilities of the nine ICAO VAACs. The representative of ICAO informed the Commission that nine
VAACs were now operational. Those were Anchorage,
Buenos Aires, DarWin, London, Montreal, Tokyo,
Toulouse, WaShington and Wellington. The
Commission was informed that the VAACs were providing volcanic ash advisory messages to their associated
area control centres (ACCs) and meteorological watch
offices (MWOs) to assist them in issuing NOTAMs or
ASHTAMs, and SIGMETs, respectively.
6.26
The Commission noted with interest that,
contrary to some original expectations, it had proved
necessary for the IAVW to be activated rather frequently
in response to volcanic eruptions. The Commission was
informed that hardly a week had passed when no volcanic ash advisory messages were issued by any of the
VAACs. The Commission was advised that two principal
difficulties facing the IAVW continued to be the reliable
early detection of volcanic eruptions and resulting
explosive volcanic ash, and the rapid communication of
the information to airlines and aircraft in flight. In
regard to the early detection of volcanic ash, it was
recalled that the operational requirement for the detection of volcanic ash from satellite data had been taken
into account by CBS.
6.27
Japan informed the Commission about the
operation of VAAC Tokyo. Since March 1997, VAAC
Tokyo had been providing advisory messages on the
occurrence and extent of volcanic ash primarily based on
geostationary and polar orbiting satellite data. Japan
informed the Commission that VAAC Tokyo would start
to operate a numerical prediction trajectory model and
issue volcanic ash adivsory messages containing the forecast movement of the ash cloud, starting in April 1999.
REpORT ON THE RESULTS OF THE SECOND INTERNATIONAL
WORKSHOP ON VOLCANIC ASH

6.28
Following the. successful First Volcanic Ash
Workshop held in Darwin, Australia, in 1995, the
Commission was informed about the main results of the
successful Second International Workshop on Volcanic
Ash organized by Meteo-France in Toulouse, France, in
May 1998, and co-sponsored by ICAO and WMO. The
objective of the Workshop was to provide a forum for
interaction between providers and users of volcanic ash
information with the aim of optimizing the activities of
VAACs and of contributing to improved standardization,
accuracy and timeliness of volcanic ash information. In
all, 36 world-leading volcano experts, modellers, operational meteorologists and telecommunication experts
attended the Workshop representing users and providers
of volcanic ash information and five international
organizations.
6.29
The Commission noted that the items
discussed induded the detection of volcanic eruptions
and volcanic ash by remote sensing techniques,
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initialization and operation of trajectory dispersion
models, and model output presentation used for volcanic
advisories in message and graphical format. The
coordination and cooperation between VAACs and the
coordination of operational procedures and
communication links for the ICAO IAVW were also
discussed at the Workshop.
6.30
Current techniques for the detection and
monitoring of volcanic eruptions and ash cloud from
satellltes and future techniques expected to be available
on board the next generation of satellites were discussed. Current techniques discussed included, among
others, single and multi-channel techniques and capabilities offered by the total ozone mapping spectrometer
(TOMS) on board the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) Earth probe satellite. The
Commission was informed that the Workshop gave
great interest to the possibilities offered by the development of an international infrasonic network for
monitoring compliance with the Comprehensive
Nuclear Test Ban Treaty (CTBT). It was reported that the
CTBT infrasonic network could detect and locate long
period acoustic waves generated by explosions with
yield equivalent to one or more kilotons of TNT anywhere in the world including volcanic eruptions. The
Commission was informed that ICAO would seek access
to real-time data on volcanic eruptions from the CTBT
infrasonic network and would request WMO assistance
in negotiating such access. Following presentations of
VAAC operational models, the Workshop discussed
model initialization, data assimilation and verification
and well as model comparison and standardization.
6.31
The Workshop, noting current difficulties in
disseminating volcanic ash information, re-emphasized
the need for VAACs to use standardized abbreviated bulletin headers for the dissemination of volcanic ash
advisories. The Commission was informed that the
Workshop agreed that, in cases where volcanic ash cloud
crossed the boundary between VAAC areas of responsibility, the first VAAC should retain responsibility for the
issuance of advisories until such time as the hand-over
of that responsibility had been agreed between the two
VAACs involved. It was further agreed that both VAACs
should insert a note in their lilast" rfirst" advisory mes
sage and graphical products to indicate that the
"hand-over/take-over" would take place at that message/graphic number. WMO was requested to facilitate
the extension of areas of responsibility for existing
VAACs to cover areas likely to be affected by volcanic
ash, in particular, the new polar air routes across Siberia
and the area between the Toulouse and Tokyo VAACs.
Other issues discussed related to occasional inconsistencies of information provided by VAACs and MWOs and
the provision of VAACs back up to one another. The
Workshop was informed that airline operators expressed
concerns regarding the lack of volcanic ash information
and its understanding by air traffic control (ATC) personnel. The aviation industry had expressed additional
concerns about the lack of proper contingency arrangements for possible disruption to the North Atlantic
R
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organized track system due to volcanic ash from
Icelandic eruptions. They had also expressed the need
for standardized model output.
6.32
The Commission was informed that the
Workshop had made a number of recommendations to
improve the detection, monitoring and timely dissemination of volcanic ash information in accordance with
current provisions of ICAO Annex 3/WMO Technical
Regulation [C.3.1] and IAVW operational procedures. In
addition to proposals referred to in previous paragraphs,
the Workshop endorsed recommendations regarding
operational access to National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) satellite data such as TOMS data
and the need for national authorities to pay greater
attention to the requirements of aviation for satellite
sensor specifications for detecting volcanic ash. In that
regard, it was suggested that the only means of detecting
the concentration of particles in the ash cloud was by
satellite techniques. The representatives of the
International Federation of Air Line Pilots Associations
(IFALPA) and the International Air Transport Association
(lATA) both expressed the need to provide pilots with
accurate information relating to those hazards so that air
space utilization was made safer. Japan confirmed that
the multifunctional transport satellite (MTSAT) would be
launched in mid-1999 and that the satellite would carry
split-window channels which would be useful for the
detection of volcanic ash cloud. Other suggestions
included coordination between researchers engaged in
developing satellite volcanic ash detection techniques
and VAACs, comparison trials of trajectory and
dispersion models, simulation exercises for the IAVW
and education and training in IAVW operational procedures.
6.33
The Commission noted that the conclusions
reached at the Workshop would be reviewed by the
ICAO Volcanic Ash Warnings Study Group, of which
WMO was a member, and action would be proposed, as
necessary, for consideration by ICAO and WMO.
6.34
The Commission was informed that the success of the Workshop had been such that a third was
scheduled for the year 2000 to complement the fundamental work carried out by the ICAO volcanic ash
working group. It thanked Meteo-France for its impeccable organization of the Workshop and for the
considerable means made available which ensured the
Workshop's success.

7.

AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGICAL CODES

(agenda item 7)
7.1
The Commission recalled that since its last
session in 1994, the aeronautical meteorological codes
had been amended to reflect the new aeronautical
requirements contained in ICAO Annex 3, Amendment
70 and to take into account the results of the meeting of
the CAeM Expert Group on Codes held in 1994. The
Commission noted with great satisfaction that as a result
of the implementation of the amended codes on
1 January 1996, all WMO Members for the first time,
were using the common aeronautical meteorological
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codes, North America having broadly complied with
those codes following a transition period.
7.2
The Commission was informed that, as a follow-up to Recommendation 3 (CAeM-X) - Definitions
of precipitation intensity and well-developed dust/sand
whirls (dust devils) and funnel clouds, and Resolution 6
(EC-XLVII) - Report of the tenth session of the
Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology, the ClMO
Working Group on Surface Measurements, in December
1995, had developed the definitions of light, moderate
and heavy precipitation intensity, and well-developed
dust/sand whirls (dust devils) which were approved by
the president of ClMO on behalf of his Commission.
The Commission was further informed that those definitions were subsequently examined by PROMET held in
June 1997 and that there was general acceptance by
PRO MET of the precipitation intensity criteria. However,
the Commission noted that PROMET considered the criteria as guidance rather than as formal definitions and
proposed to include that guidance material in Aerodrome
Reports and Forecasts: A User's Handbook to the Codes
(WMO-No. 782). The Commission examined the
PROMET proposal and concurred that the following preCipitation intensity criteria should be used only as
guidance in determining whether precipitation should
be described as light, moderate or heavy. It endorsed the
proposal to include the guidance material in that publication, as followed:
(i)

Drizzle

Light:
Moderate:

(ii)

Rain
(including
showers)
Snow
(including
showers)

Heavy:
Light:
Moderate:
Heavy:
Light:

rate < 0.1 mm h-I
0.1:::; rate < D.S rom h-I
rate:?!: 0.5 mm h-t
rate < 2.5 mm h-I
2.5 :0::; rate < 10.0 mm h-l
rate;;:: 10.0 mm h-I

rate < 1.0 mm h· t
(water equivalent)
Moderate: 1.0 ~ rate < 5.0 mm h-I
(water equivalent)
rate;::: 5.0 mm h-I
Heavy:
(water equivalent)
NOTE: Great care must be used in interpreting observations of light snow without understanding the
potential hazard to aircraft operations. The accumulation of snow on aircraft prior to take·off
represents a significant safety hazard due to possi.
ble loss of lift and increasing drag during take·off.
Accumulation of as little as 0.8 mm of snow or ice
on the upper wing surface can result in a loss of
lift and therefore endanger flight safety.
(Iii)

7.3
None the less, some concerns were expressed
regarding the selection of elements for precipitation
intensities, for example the grouping together of rain
and showers, mixed snow and rain, and the absence of
hail or ice pellets. It was suggested that visibility should
be conSidered in combination with intensity of precipitation. However, the Commission agreed that accepting
those were to be taken solely as guidance and that it was
better to publish the guidelines as quickly as possible. It
would be possible to review those in the future after further experience and considerations. In that respect, it

was felt that that matter could be considered on the
future work programme for PROMET.
7.4
The Commission examined the ClMO proposal
for the definition of "well-developed" dust/sand whirls
(dust devils) and funnel clouds. Subsequently, the definition was expanded by PROMET, noting that
"well-developed" was difficult to specify in strict terms.
The Commission agreed that, similar to precipitation
intensity, the definitions given below should. be
considered only as guidance material. It enclosed the
proposal to include that material in the publication, as
followed:
DusUsand whirls (dust devils) (PO)
A rapidly rotating column of air usually over a dry
and dusty or sandy ground carrying dust and other
light material picked up from the ground. DUst or sand
whirls are of a few metres in diameter. Normally in the
vertical they extend no higher than ZOO ft (60 m) to
300 It (90 m) (dust devils). Well-developed dust/sand
whirls in very hot desert regions, may reach 2 000 ft
(600 m).
Funnel cloud (tornado or waterspout) (Fe)
A phenomenon consisting of an often violent
whirlwind, indicated by the presence of a cloud column
of funnel·shaped cloud, extending downwards from the
base of Cumulonimbus but not necessarily reaching the
ground. The diameter can vary from a few metres to
some hundreds of metres. A well·developed funnel
cloud is called a tornado if over ground and a water·
spout if over water. The most violent tornados can have
associated wind speeds of up to about 150 m S-1,

7.5
The Commission noted that discussions on
the definition of visibility for aviation purposes had
been a long process. The CommiSSion noted with interest that that issue was given renewed importance in
recent years in view of increased deployment on aerodromes of instruments measuring visibility which
underscored the need for standardization. lt was pointed out that, if no definition was soon developed, the use
of meteorological optical range (MOR) would become
standard, in spite of the fact that MOR did not fully
meet the operational requirements of aViation, especially at night. The Commission agreed that the
determination of an acceptable definition was becoming
increasingly urgent with the advent of automated observational systems for aeronautical purposes. The
Commission noted the statement by the CIMO Working
Group on Surface Measurements that "application-specific" definitions of visibility should be defined by the
user groups themselves and not by CIMO. With respect
to transition from MOR to RVR and vice versa, the
Commission felt that that matter should be considered
in the future work programme of PROMET.
7.6
Some members of the Commission expressed
concern that the adoption of a definition of visibility for
aeronautical purposes might hinder .progress towards
the development and implementation of automated visibility sensors for use by aviation. Furthermore, the
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Commission noted that the question of visibility was
still a contentious matter and that the increasing use of
automated observing systems would raise many questions concerning representative visibility. However,
having considered all the difficulties, the Commission
agreed that the recommendation should be adopted
since it was an urgent matter which required to be
resolved. It was considered that that would encompass
automated systems for the present, but was a matter
which might need to be reviewed once again in the
future as technology evolved. The Commission adopted
Recommendation 1 (CAeM-XI).
7.7
The Commission recalled that the
COM/MET/OPS Divisional Meeting held in 1990 was
informed that some countries used in METARs "prevailing visibility" instead of "minimum visibility" as the
former provided values of visibility considered more representative for aircraft operations. The Commission was
infonned that, based. on that operational argument,
ICAO had consulted countries and international organizations concerned, whether they would support, in
principle, the development of a proposal to amend
ICAO Annex 3 to introduce the reporting of "prevailing
visibility", instead of "minimum visibility". The
Commission was further informed that broad support
was given for the development of such an amendment
proposal. The Commission was informed that the ICAO
Air Navigation Commission and user organizations had
already given support, in principle, for the development
of an amendment proposal to include prevailing visibility in ICAO Annex 3 and as a result in WMO Technical
Regulation [C.3.1]. France pointed out that the visibility
introduced in METARs should be properly distinguished
from that introduced in locally-broadcast observation
reports. The Commission considered that sensors such
as scatterometers could provide information concerning
the visibility transmitted within the aerodrome, which
was more relevant than that provided by a human
observer. On the other hand, several basic questions still
remained to be settled before it could be known which
visibility should be included in METARs and TAFs.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR TAF AUTOMATION

7.8
The Commission noted with interest a presentation on TAF automation by the United Kingdom.
The United Kingdom suggested that forecast automation
would be essential in maintaining an effective NMS in
the next decade as it would provide increased forecasting capabilities and improved efficiencies, meeting the
financial pressures placed upon the NMS by customers
and commercial competitors. The Commission was
infonned that there had been considerable effort over
recent years to develop TAF encoding software, and at
least one package was commercially available.
7.9
The Commission was informed that an endto-end computer-aided TAF production system could be
achieved by combining NWP model, human interaction
on numerical data, automatic TAF generation, human
interaction on the TAF text, basic quality control, distribUtion, monitoring and verification. The Commission

was further informed that a pan-European project
named TAF Interactive Production System (TIPS) had
been established to cooperate in the development of several of those functions. In the view of the United
Kingdom, the current quality of TAFs should be maintained since the forecaster would still exercise quality
control on the final product. It was indicated that the
time spent on TAF production should drop through the
provision of automatic TAF gUidance and less forecaster
involvement. As a result, the time saved by the aviation
forecasters could be significant.
7.10
The United Kingdom pointed out that NWP
provided sufficiently accurate forecasts of many variables for applications requiring areal average values and
that those could be further enhanced by using model
output statistics (MOS) techniques to meet some sitespecific requirements. The point was made that the
quality of the automatic TAFs would ultimately be
dependent on the quality of the NWP data feeding into
the system and the TAF encoding software. It was argued
that the requirement for TAFs to be continuously monitored against incoming observations was facilitated by
TAF automation which could also be set up to help the
forecaster decide when amendments to current TAFs
must be made. However, it was painted out that
although the standard nature of the TAF code lended
itself to automation, continued improvement in automated forecasting was necessary, particularly regarding
preCipitation, layer cloud, fog and low stratus.
7_11
The Commission noted that TAF automation
was being investigated by several members, particularly
within Europe and agreed that the Commission should
carry out a task to obtain information on developments
taking place, and to make that available to interested
members. A workshop on the subject, to exchange experience and compare results, should then be considered.
Overall, the aim was to improve cooperation between
members developing techniques for TAF automation.
The Commission was informed that an important aspect
would be the appropriate training for forecasters in
those new techniques, which was a matter that could
equally be considered by the Working Group on
Training, the Environment and New Developments in
Aeronautical Meteorology (TREND).

8.

PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT OF AVIATION
WEATHER FORECASTS (agenda item 8)

8.1
The Commission noted with interest the work
being undertaken in the United Kingdom with regard to
performance assessment of aeronautical meteorological
forecasts for TAFs, upper-air winds and clear air turbulence (CAT). The Commission was informed that
significant research was being undertaken with the
United Kingdom Civil Aviation Authority to improve
the understanding of, and means of applying, verification schemes that would benefit aviation.
8.2
The Commission was further informed that
the United Kingdom had adopted a modified version of
the Gordon approach, originally developed under CAeM
auspices and at that time was accepted as being a very
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effective system for verifying TAFs, which converted the
TAF probabilistic elements into deterministic elements
and then generated contingency tables. The
Commission noted that the European TAF Interactive
Production System Verification Subgroup appeared to be
close to recommending adoption of a similar verification system.
8.3
With regard to the verification methods for
upper-air winds, the Commission noted that there were
several accuracy measures in use. The CBS standard was
root-mean-square (RMS) vector error whereas the
method suggested for aeronautical meteorology as
embodied in the relevant section of ICAO Annex 3/
WMO Technical Regulation was the modulus of vector
difference. The Commission emphasized that the main
interest was in performance measures which reflected
two quite distinct purposes, namely, to determine the
optimum route to be followed and the time taken to fiy
the route, and hence the fuel reqUired for the flight. In
connection with the verification of upper-air wind and
temperature forecasts, the Commission agreed that the
concept of route integrated equivalent head-winds and
optimal flight forecasts which represented a means of
aiding cost savings through accurate measurement and
verification schemes, was useful and should be pursued
in the future.
8.4
In so far as CAT was concerned, the
Commission concurred that, assuming reports of "NO
CAT" were provided, automated reports of turbulence
should be used as validation of forecasts of turbulence.
The Commission noted that aircraft-to-satellite data
relay (ASDAR) systems reported a turbulence indicator
which was a simple function of the vertical acceleration
of the aircraft. Other automated systems included equivalent vertical gust (EVG) and EDR, the latter proposed by
ICAO as being the best measure, which was independent
of aircraft types. The Commission noted further that,
although CAT predictors were continuous functions of
space and time, the depiction of CAT on a forecast
SIGWX chart was by a single contour value. The
Commission recognized that the threshold value used
was critical since a low threshold would give rise to a
high probability of detection (PoD) but also a high false
alarm rate (FAR) and a high threshold would lead to low
PoDs and FARs.
8.S
The Commission noted that the performance
assessment measures being investigated or used operationally in the United Kingdom were important in
identifying cost savings to the aeronautical industry.
The Commission agreed that by providing a more direct
link between improved forecasts and extra cost savings
to the aeronautical industry, meteorology would also
benefit.
8.6
The Commission noted with interest a presentation by Canada describing the comprehensive
performance measurement system for aviation observations and forecasts being employed in Canada. The
implementation of that system was prompted by the privatization of the air navigation system in 1996. The
Canadian national Meteorological and Hydrological

Service (NMHS) was now providing aviation observations and forecasts to the air navigation corporation
(NAV CANADA) via a contractual arrangement. Performance measurement, complete with some economic
penalties and incentives, was an integral part of that
agreement.
8.7
It was explained that a variety of metrics were
used in the performance measurement system including
timeliness statistics, several forecast reliability indices, a
forecast false-alarm measure, and statistics related to the
promptness of TAF amendments. The metrics that were
used had been selected because they were relatively easy
to understand and meaningful to aviation users.
Performance results for all 175 TAF sites in Canada were
published regularly and scrutinized by NAV CANADA
and aviation users alike. Canada explained that the
presence of such a comprehensive performance
measurement system brought to aviation forecasters a
renewed focus on quality and that demonstrable
improvements in many aspects of the forecasts had been
shown since the system was implemented.
8.8
France informed the Commission that MeteoFrance had recently established objective verification of
the quality of TAF reports. The scheme adopted took
into account the practices followed in other countries.
After decoding, TAF reports were stored in the form of
hourly forecast values of the parameters covering the
period of validity of the report. METAR reports were the
selected reference reports for verifying TAFs. In order to
measure the value added by TAFs over persistence, and
take into account the difficulty of forecasting rapidly
changing weather conditions, the results were interpreted in relation to persistence scores. When BECMG or FM
(from) change groups were included in TAFs, the values
of the parameters in those groups replaced the prevailing conditions for their period of validity. As regarded
probability groups such as PROB and TEMPO, a weighting factor was applied to the parameters contained and
the weighting value of the prevailing value was diminished accordingly. Contingency tables were calculated
for the parameters wind speed, visibility, ceiling and
SIGWX. In addition, quality control was also performed
on the number of change groups, compliance with coding rules, etc. Statistics on frequency of use of the
change groups or TAF parameters were calculated.
8.9
The Commission was informed that the production of more user-oriented statistics was planned. For
those, the worst-case forecast value (among prevailing
and alternative values) would be compared with the
worst observed value. Another method consisted in calculating skill scores with classes based on the
operational minima regarding in particular cloud base
and visibility for the different categories of landing and
weighting factors based on a cost/benefit study of forecast versus observation. The Commission noted with
interest the TAF report quality control procedures set up
in Meteo-France and encouraged the establishment of
similar controls by other countries.
8.10
The Commission noted with interest a presentation made by the United States describing how the
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performance of aviation weather forecasts were assessed.
Although the quality of aviation forecasts produced by
the United States National Weather Service (NWS) was
judged in a variety of ways, an increased focus on all
forecast performance was expected to lead to a more uniform evaluation. The Commission was informed that
the NWS had conducted a National Verification Program
for more than 20 years with the goal of assuring that the
NWS and all external customers had quantitative measurements of accuracy, skill, and reliability for all NWS
products. In addition to using the criteria set out in
ICAO Annex 3/WMO Technical Regulations, other
measures, such as PoD and FAR were also used in the
United States to gauge the forecast performance of TAF
weather elements. Forecast skill was also calculated
including the Kuipers Perfonnance Statistic and the
Heidke Skill Score.
8.11
Upper wind and temperature forecasts had little or no intervention from meteorologists, and
performance statistics for those elements were simply
compared with rawind observations (RAOBs) and automated aircraft observations. United States automated
upper wind forecast products performed very well. Most
wind errors occurred near the jet streams and exhibited
a low speed bias. Temperature forecasts were also very
good but had a slight warm bias. The Commission was
informed that assessment methods used for AIRMET
under instrument flight rule (IFR) conditions were similar to the validation of TAFs and that the validation of
icing and turbulence forecasts required upper-air observations' such as radio pilot reports (PIREPs). However,
the use of those reports as a primary source of verification was problematic because they were, among other
things, very subjective, not systematic in time and
space, and tended to be located in high traffic regions
and biased toward the worst conditions.
8.12
The Commission noted with interest that
some of the problems associated with subjective air
reports used for the validation of turbulence were being
solved as a result of existing algorithms onboard aircraft
computers used for the objective reporting of turbulence. lt was pointed out that, with continued tests of
onboard aircraft humidity sensors, the possible availability of objective liqUid water and ice observations
directly from aircraft would facilitate the validation of
en-route cloud and icing forecasts in the future. In the
WAFS final phase, performance measures should be
developed to assess the quality of both objective forecasts and those with added value from meteorologists.
8.13
The Commission was informed that a realtime verification system prototype under development
would automate the performance assessment of aviation
weather forecasts by collecting observations of METARs
and PIREPs and compare them with en-route forecasts of
cloud ceiling height, visibility, iciog and turbulence. In
the future, all types of aviation forecasts would be evaluated usiog that system and that new observational
datasets would be used as they became available.
8.14
The Commission noted with interest the
reports by the various Members on their performance

assessment schemes which it was believed contributed
towards an improvement in the quality of the forecasts.
It was noted that the verification served two purposes
which were firstly to apply the verification for user orientated monitoring of services, and secondly to provide
some indication on "added value" provided by forecasters. It was noted, in that respect, that if verification
schemes were arranged to provide results in real time,
useful feedback could be given to individual forecasters.
In that respect, some concernS were expressed over
revealing individual forecasters' measures of quality to
end users. It was pointed out that the purpose should be
solely to help forecasters improve their performance.
8.15
A representative of lATA suggested that it was
of some value to the airlines to have information on the
measures of quality of aerodrome forecasts. That information would be very useful for flight planniog and air
traffic management (ATM) purposes.
8.16
The Commission, having noted a number of
presentations addressing the matter of TAF forecast performance measurement and having heard a number of
members express the opinion that there was a need for a
standardized method of forecast verification, established
a team comprising experts from Australia, Canada,
Germany, the Russian Federation, lATA and ICAO. The
Expert Team was requested to provide a report to the
TREND Working Group within one year and was given,
as its terms of reference, the followiog:
(a) To iovestigate and recommend an international TAF
verification method that was easily understood by
users and could be applied by all Members to assess
the performance of forecasts at different locations
and the possibility of comparison;
(b) To recommend a process to implement the method
as an international standard.

9.

AUTOMATED OBSERVING SYSTEMS AT
AERODROMES (agenda item 9)

REpORT ON THE SURVEY ON AUTOMATED WEATHER
OBSERVING SYSTEMS AT AERODROMES

9.1
The rapporteur informed the Commission on
the resuIts of a survey on the automation of weather
observations at aerodromes that he conducted in 1997.
A questionnaire was circulated to all Members to determine the extent of the use of automated surface
observing systems in the provision of aeronautical meteorological observations and to determine whether those
systems met the aviation requirements as embodied in
lCAO Annex 3/WMO Technical Regulation [C.3.1].
9.2
The Commission was informed that 77
Members had replied to most of the questions. It was
reported that the main reason for using partially or fully
automated observing systems was technical, although
economic considerations came as a second reason. The

purpose for automation was primarily to replace existing
manual systems and, to a lesser degree, to extend the
observing network.
9.3
Replies indicated that sensors, providing
observations of objective variables (surface Winds, RVR,
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temperature, dew point and pressure) were in widespread use. However, automation of observations of
visibility, present weather, cloud amount and type,
recent weather and, to some extent, cloud height was
still posing problems. The results of the survey indicated
that only one country currently operating partly automated systems was sufficiently confident to plan for the
installation of a fully automated network within the
next five years.
9.4
The Commission was informed that the survey showed that only 16 Members (25 per cent of
replies) shared the opinion that the present level of
development of automated surface meteorological
observing systems was sufficient for providing information on which to issue trend-type forecasts. The survey
also indicated that, the two Members where fully automated meteorological observing systems were
operational, the aeronautical industry was, in general,
opposed to the use of those systems. The survey showed
however that, in 78 per cent of the replies, manual backup was available in case of automated meteorological
observing system failure.
9.S
The quality of manual and subjective observations varied appreciably and was dependent, among
other things, on the level of training and experience of
the observer. Furthermore, in poor weather conditions,
those variables could vary appreciably and rapidly, making it virtually impossible for an observer to keep up with
the changes. That could result in discrepancies between
the actual and observed weather conditions and that
those discrepancies could be largely eliminated by using
electronic sensors. The rapporteur suggested that
although there was a trend towards automating surface
meteorological observations, manual observations would
still remain the standard method for many Members for
many years to come. However, it was accepted that variables such as surface wind, temperature, dew pOint,
pressure and RVR could be fully automated.
THE CANADIAN AUTOMATED WEATHER OBSERVING SYSTEMS
(AWOS) EXPERIENCE

9.6
The Commission was informed by Canada
that AWOS had achieved a level of acceptance for aviation use in Canada. That happened only after a rigorous
performance evaluation had been carried out. Aviation
users were first given the opportunity to identify from
their perspective the past deficiencies of the automated
systems. One year of data was then collected at eight climatologically-diverse stations and human arid
automated observations were compared on a minute by
minute basis. An analysis of that data proved that many
of the deficiencies identified by users had been resolved
through system improvements. In some cases, there was
clear evidence that the perception of a deficiency was
false and that the AWOS out-performed the human
observer. Furthermore, the analysis showed that some
deficiencies of the automated systems were real and
could not be mitigated at the present time.
9.7
The Commission was further informed that
notwithstanding the deficiencies which remained with

the automated systems, a multiparty stakeholder group,
comprising a broad cross-section of the aviation community, and supported by the safety regulator,
concluded that the Canadian AWOSs was suitable for
use as a stand-alone aviation weather observation systems subject to certain conditions. The most important
of those conditions was that a risk management study
must be undertaken whenever an AWOS was being considered for an airport. Such a study was necessary to
ensure that considering the site-specific Situation, there
would not be a significant safety impact as a result of the
use of an AWOS for aviation weather observations.
Canada identified user consultation and education,
training for personnel, in addition to rigorous
testing with transparent results, as the key elements for
the successful implementation of automated observing
systems.
REpORT ON THE USE OF AUTOMATED SURFACE WEATHER
OBSERVING SYSTEMS AT UNITED STATES AIRPORTS

9.8
The Commission noted, that the United
States was heavily dependent upon automated surface
weather observing systems for aviation as well as for the
production of public forecast, warning, watch, and advisory products. Within the United States, there were
1 406 automated systems in operational use, with the
majority owned and operated by the Federal
Government. Those systems had greatly increased the
availability of weather data to both civilian and military
operations. The Commission was informed that within
the United States, automated observations were available 24 hours a day, seven days a week, and were being
disseminated both locally and beyond the aerodrome.
Those observations in support of aviation were appropriate to the airport operations.
9.9
In addition, the Commission noted with
interest, as required at designated airports, that human
intervention was allowed to augment those weather elements which were beyond the capability of an
automated system to ensure that the METAR and SPECI
reports met the standards and recommended practices of
ICAO Annex 3/WMO Technical Regulation [C.3.1].
Human intervention was also allowed to backup automated systems during sensor failure, or when it was
determined that the observation was not representative
of the conditions.
9.10
The Commission was advised that the United
States had no concerns about aircraft safety resulting
from the use of automated systems. While the aviation
accident data for 1987-1997 from the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) showed that the
weather was a factor in 19.5 per cent of fatal accidents,
in 18 per cent of multiengine fatal accidents and in 29.7
per cent of single engine aircraft accidents there was no
accident data implicating automated observations. To
the contrary, with the proliferation of automated
observing systems, weather data was being made available at airports where none existed before. Those
additional reporting sites proVided an increment of safety for each site in question as well.

GENERAL SUMMARY

9.11
The Commission was informed that the
United States recognized the importance of automated
observations to aviation. Furthermore, there was a need
to establish a single worldwide standard for automated
reports to avoid the risk of multiple aeronautical meteorological codes for automation. Equally it was
important to encourage the standardization of reports
made by automated systems.
AUTOMATED OBSERVING SYSTEMS AT AERODROMES

9.12
The Commission was informed by the
Netherlands that, for some Members, current observations of the weather phenomena was partly done by a
human observer and partly by automated systems. An
observer, who had control over the process, could overrule automated observations and decide what should be
disseminated as the official report. However, the advent
of new technology, and the need to be more efficient
and to reduce costs were the main driving forces in
favour of the implementation of fully automated surface
observations including aerodrome observations. To fully
automate observing systems at aerodromes, it would be
necessary to introduce new sensors, algorithms, and
products and to review and update the METARISPECI
codes. The Commission noted that the industry had
made good progress in developing present weather sensors and that new techniques were being studied to
detect visibility, cloud base and height, weather types
and the state of the ground.
9.13
The Commission further noted that projects
to automate surface observations at synoptic stations
had started and that, as a result of that experience, the
full automation of observations at aerodromes was being
undertaken. The Commission was concerned that, if no
relevant international provisions regarding automated
systems were developed by ICAO and WMO, Members
would develop their own national provisions and meteorological codes to accommodate the new technology.
Due to the lack of standardization, end users could then
be confronted with undefined quality of the observations and difficulties in decoding or interpreting
relevant meteorological reports properly. That could
have serious safety implications for aircraft operations.
The Commission considered the possibility of WMO
and ICAO carrying out a study to investigate the operational use, the performance and quality of the
automated visual observations at aerodromes and to
develop relevant regulatory and guidance material. The
Commission recalled that CBS was considering the
accommodation of Code Table 4678, w'w' - Significant
present and forecast weather, and the code forms
FM 15/16 - METARISPECI, to the automated observing
system environment to speed up the process, in order to
be able to accommodate any new requirements.
9.14
The representative of IFALPA informed the
Commission that aerodrome weather reports were
important for flight planning, for fuel planning as well
as for flight safety. He wished the Commission to be
aware that IFALPA had several reasons for not accepting
fully automated weather reports because the critical
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elements such as visibility, present weather and clouds
were not well represented by sensors.
9.15
In particular, the representative of IFALPA
informed the Commission that it reqUired all parameters
laid down in ICAO Annex 3 to be provided in aerodrome
weather reports. IFALPA recognized that the use of automated weather reporting systems in combination with a
human observer could have a positive effect on the quality of weather reports, and it supported the use of
automated observing systems, under certain conditions,
in areas where otherwise no weather reports would be
available. That view was shared also by lATA. However,
IFALPA firmly rejected any moves to replace aerodrome
weather observers by automated observing systems.
9.16
Concerns were expressed to the Commission
by the representative of IFALPA on moves towards fully
automated observing for aeronautical purposes. While it
was recognized that automation could not be stopped it
was felt that for the requirements in ICAO Annex 3 an
observer was still needed to provide weather reports on
aerodromes. The representative of ICAO agreed indicating that although automated METARs were being
generated in some States, those were not required by,
nor could they comply with, certain of the provisions in
lCAO Annex 3.
9.17
The Commission was informed that the benefit of automated sensors could be to provide information
which the human observer could not prOvide, for example measurements along the runway. Those could
benefit ATC operations and equally provide additional
information, combined with normal observations on
the aerodromes, to the forecaster. The Commission was
further informed of other benefits of automated systems
including their cost effectiveness and the high quality of
their weather watch.
9.18
The Commission agreed that automation would
playa larger role in the future but to use such systems to
the best advantage in aviation needed careful study by
appropriate experts. The representative of ICAO informed
the Commission that that matter had been discussed within ICAO. A study group had been recommended by EANPG
which could be approved by the lCAO Council in June
1999 and, as a result, the study group was likely to convene
early in the year 2000. The study group would need to consider the operational requirements but it would be
appropriate for consultation with WMO and that it would
automatically be invited to be a member.
9.19
The Commission welcomed the initiative
taken by ICAO and expressed the view that the
Commission, if invited, should participate in any study.
PROMET should also work, as appropriate, with CBS and
ClMO in order to review technical issues and methodology of automated observing systems, as well as work
towards the standardization of the reports (METARI
SPECI) provided by such systems.
10.
AIR REPORTING (agenda item 10)
10.1
The Commission recalled that its tenth session had agreed that automated meteorological
reporting from aircraft represented a prime source of
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meteorological data. Recognizing that automated air
reports had both financial and technical implications,
the Commission felt it important that a full study be
undertaken to investigate the various issues including
meteorological requirements, aircraft technical capabilities to produce automated meteorological reports,
communication options, systems options with costs,
data management and quality control. The Commission
was informed that the Operating Consortium of ASDAR
Participants (OCAP) had undertaken that study in 1996.
The Commission was further informed that the most
important conclusion of the study was that an international coordination body (AMDAR Panel) should be set
up along the lines of the highly successful Data Buoy
Cooperation Panel (DBCP).
10.2
The Commission was further informed that
the forty-ninth session of the Executive Council had
endorsed the proposal to set up an AMDAR Panel. The
Commission was further informed that, as a result of the
AMDAR study, a preparatory meeting for the establishment of the AMDAR Panel was held in De Bill, the
Netherlands, in November 1997, followed by the
Inaugural Meeting of the AMDAR Panel held in Geneva,
in March 1998. The Commission noted with satisfaction
that the inaugural meeting formally established the
AMDAR Panel to coordinate and promote global
AMDAR development with the goal of enhancing the
upper-air component of the WWW GOS. The
Commission noted that the Panel had agreed on its
future work programme consisting of four high-priority
items. Those were the coordination and promotion of
national and regional AMDAR programmes, including
the standardization in formats and reporting intervals,
the improvement of AMDAR data exchange and quality
control, and two pilots projects, one on southern Africa
and the other on the Middle East. The Commission was
informed that, to implement its programme, the Panel
had established an AMDAR Trust Fund and had agreed
to secure the services of an AMDAR Technical
Coordinator, when necessary, to assist the AMDAR Panel
in the successful achievement of its goals.
10.3
The Commission recalled that there were two
separate approaches collectively known as AMDAR
which used civil aircraft to provide upper-air automated
meteorological observations, namely ASDAR, which
used a dedicated on-board processor connected to the
aircraft avionics system and transmitted observations
automatically via the meteorological geosynchronous
satellites of the international data-collection system
(IDCS) and the aircraft communication addressing and
reporting system (ACARS). The Commission noted that
both systems had economic and operational advantages
and drawbacks in terms of communication costs and
time for system installation and certification. The
Commission was informed that, as of February 1999, a
total of 19 ASDAR units out of a total of 23 originally
purchased were being flown on aircraft of seven international airlines and 16 units were operational. The
Commission was informed that by late 1999, four
ASDAR units would be withdrawn from service.

10.4
The Commission noted that AMDAR was an
effective upper-air observing system with high data quality and timeliness. Furthermore, although not directly
equivalent to a radiosonde sounding, AMDAR reports
made during climb out could be a fraction of the cost of
one radiosonde ascent. The possible availability of relative humidity observations resulting from recent
encouraging tests of relative hUmidity sensors in the
United States, would make AMDAR data even more
valuable to supplement traditional radiosonde data.
However, AMDAR observations were restricted to air
routes, aircraft flight levels and to airline schedules, and as
a result, large areas mostly over oceans still remained void
of meteorological data. The Commission was informed
that about 50 per cent of the ASDAR observations were
obtained from aircraft flying between Europe and North
America, the remaining destinations being Africa, ASia,
Australia and South America. The Executive Council, at its
fiftieth session reiterated its views that automated meteorological reporting from aircraft had acquired new
importance and could lead to a very large increase in the
availability of high-quality and timely upper-air data particularly in data-sparse areas of the globe and that would
benefit all fields of meteorology.
10.5
The Commission noted with satisfaction that,
at the Inaugural Meeting of the AMDAR Panel, it was
agreed that it would be "both appropriate and desirable
for the AMDAR Panel to assume the residual coordination functions of OCAP upon its demise". As a result of
that, a phased transfer of responSibility from OCAP to
the AMDAR Panel regarding, in particular routine tasks
associated with liaison with the satellite authorities and
day-to-day technical activities, was under way.
DoWNLINK (Am REPORTING) AND UPLINK OF METEOROLOGICAL
INFORMATION

10.6
The Commission noted with satisfaction the
information provided by the representative of ICAO on
the work related to the downlink (air reporting) and
uplink of OPMET information undertaken by ICAO. The
Commission noted that issues currently addressed by
ICAO, in coordination with WMO, included the automated reporting of turbulence, the development of a
template for the local meteorological report and the
refinements to data-link meteorological information for
aircraft in flight (D-VOLMET). The Commission was
pleased to note that a draft amendment to ICAO
Annex 3/WMO Technical Regulation [C.3.1] incorporating those items had been developed. The Commission
noted further that the draft amendment would be sent
out later in the year for comment to States and international organizations in accordance with established
procedures existing between ICAO and WMO.
10.7
The Commission recalled that no objective
algorithm was currently in worldwide use and that
reports on turbulence had been based on subjective
assessment. The Commission welcomed the development of an objective turbulence index under the
auspices of ICAO. The Commission was informed that
an intercomparison between a turbulence algorithm

GENERAL SUMMARY
based on EDR and another based on the maximum
derived equivalent vertical gust velocity, had been
undertaken from 1997 to 1998 by Australia and the
United States and that the results of the intercomparison
had been considered during the last meeting of the
lCAO METLINK Study Group held in the United
Kingdom, in June 1998. The Commission welcomed the
decision taken by ICAO to propose that automated turbulence data to be measured should be the EDR. The
Commission noted with satisfaction that the turbulence
index, when introduced, would form part of automated
air reports as an element in the meteorological information data block of the ADS message. The Commission
was informed that ICAO had been tasked to develop the
specification for the operational interpretation of the
turbulence index in terms of intensity (e.g. "light",
limoderate", Ilsevere") in order to provide easily interpreted information on turbulence. The Commission
noted with approval that details of the turbulence index
would be included in an appendix to ICAO Annex 3/
WMO Technical Regulation [C.3.1].
10.8
The Commission was informed that a template for local meteorological reports to be distributed
only at the aerodrome of origin, e.g. through the data·
link automatic terminal information service (D-ATIS)
and which would more clearly indicate the structure of
such a report, was developed for inclusion in an appendix to ICAO Annex 3/Technical Regulation [C.3.1]. The
Commission recalled that provisions concerning
D-VOLMET had been introduced in ICAO Annex 3/
WMO Technical Regulation [C.3.1] as part of
Amendment 71. The Commission recalled further that
those provisions indicated that D-VOLMET would contain current reports in the METARISPECI code forms,
together with trend forecasts where available, aerodrome
forecasts (i.e. TAFs) and SIGMET messages. The Commission was informed that an enabling clause to include
AIRMETs and special air reports in D-VOLMET, where
necessary, had been added to the draft provisions.
10.9
The Commission welcomed the proposal to
use exclusively the METAR or SPECI code forms in all
meteorological reports disseminated beyond the aerodrome and noted that, since those code fonns were
being used operationally worldwide, including North
America, no other code forms were acceptable.
AMDAR PILOT PROJECT ON SOUfHERN AFRICA
10.10
South Africa reported to the Commission on
the work carried out on the AMDAR Pilot Project on
Southern Africa (AmP aSAP}. That project was one of the
four high priority items to be addressed in the short
term by the AMDAR Panel. The aim of the AmPaSAP was
to enhance the quality of automated meteorological
reports from aircraft over the southern African region to
meet the goal of improving forecast accuracy and relevance. Despite being one of the most data·sparse regions
of the globe, there were many commercial airline flights
across southern Africa. While observations were not
expected from all flights, it was felt that there could be
sufficient observations to appraise the influence of the
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implementation of the pilot project on the perfonnance
of numerical models and subsequently the quality of
weather forecasts. Plans for activities to implement the
AmPaSAP over the next two years were developed. Those
included a survey of airports and aircraft flying in the
region, AMDAR data collection and distribution as well
as the promotion and evaluation of their use for improving NWP output.
10.11
The Commission noted that in May 1998 the
heads of the NMSs of the southern African countries who
attended the fourth Meeting of the Southern African
Transport and Communication Commission were
informed about that AMDAR Pilot Project. That was followed by two letters addressed respectively to the
Permanent Representatives of the southern African countries with WMO and to airlines flying in the region
soliciting their support. In addition, airlines flying aircraft equipped with the necessary electronics were
identified, and arrangements were made to have the
AMDAR data downloaded onto the GTS from all participating airlines. Evaluation tests were expected to begin
shortly in order to determine the influence of the
AMDAR data on the performance of the numerical forecasting models.

11.

COST RECOVERY OF AERONAUTICAL
METEOROLOGICAL SERVICES (agenda item 11)
11.1
The Commission was informed that the
WM 0 Secretariat was actively involved in the work of
the lCAO Air Navigation Services Economics Panel
(ANSEP) which resulted in the publication in 1997 of
the ICAO Manual on Air Navigation Services Economics
(Doc. 9161-AT/724). The Commission was further
informed that in order to spread the word among
Members and create greater awareness of the possibilities
available and how to obtain a fair revenue from aviation, ICAO was invited to present a lecture on cost
recovery at the forty-ninth session of the Executive
Council in 1997. The Commission noted with satisfaction that, following the publication of the ICAO Manual,
the WMO Secretariat had distributed copies of the
Manual to all Members in December 1997.
11.2
The Commission noted with satisfaction that
three important tasks related to cost recovery were car·
ried out since the last session of CAeM, namely, the
development of a draft WMO guide on aeronautical
meteorological services costs recovery, a very successful
joint WMO/ICAO consultancy mission in 1998 to help a
Member iron out differences in sharing revenues from
international civil aviation with the country's Civil
Aviation Authority, and the organization of the WMO
Workshop on Cost Recovery, in Prague, Czech Republic,
in November 1997 for aeronautical meteorological services. The Commission was informed that the primary
objective of the Prague Workshop was to inform participants about the guidance available in the ICAO Manual
on Air Navigation Services Economics, with emphasis on
Appendix 6 to the Manual relating to cost recovery of
aeronautical meteorological service. The opportunity
was also taken to comment on the WMO draft guide
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designed to explain, in an infonnal and practical manner,
the way in which NMSs might recover costs for providing
aeronautical meteorological service to aviation.
11.3
The Commission examined the draft WMO
guide on aeronautical meteorological services costs recovery and expressed its gratitude to Messrs]. Goas (France)
and C. R. Flood (United Kingodm), the Co-rapporteurs on
the Economic Benefits of Meteorological Support to
Aviation, for developing the first draft. The Commission
was informed that the draft guide prepared by the
ex-chairperson of PROMET, Mr K. Pollard OBE, was
improved as a result of comments made during the
Workshop on Cost Recovery held in Prague. The
Commission was further informed that the draft guide was
expanded to include examples on how aeronautical meteorological service costs were recovered by an NMS acting
as a Meteorological Authority, and by an NMS proViding
aeronautical meteorological service on behalf of a
Meteorological Authority. It examined the draft WMO
guide and was informed of suggestions on how to improve
further the document. Those included taking account of
the request for clarification concerning the guide's applicability to national services and products which had been
approved by the National Civil Aviation Authority. Once
the necessary amendments had been made and approved
by the preSident, the Commission agreed that the guide
should be published by WMO as soon as possible.
11.4
Canada described to the Commission the
approach being taken for cost recovery of air navigation
services in Canada. Since 1996, the air navigation serv-

ices had been provided by a private corporation - NAV
CANADA. The cost of the services, including the aeronautical meteorological services, had been recovered by
NAV CANADA through en-route and terminal service
charges. The Commission was informed that those
charges were not levied against individual services such
as a weather briefing, filing a flight plan, or making contact with an ATS unit but were recovered in the form of
a basic annual fee for light aircraft, a daily fee for heavier aircraft or a movement-based fee using the weight of
the aircraft and the distance travelled. It was explained
to the Commission that the tenninal component of the
fee was only applied if the aircraft operated from an
aerodrome with on-site ATSs.
11.5
The Commission noted that NAV CANADA
obtained from the NMHS METARs, SPEC Is and TAFs as
the prime aeronautical meteorological products. The
Commission noted that those data were providing a
main benefit to en-route services, which was in accordance with the ICAO guidelines stated in ICAO
Doc. 9161-AT/724. Following those guidelines, it was
explained that NAV CANADA applied a 75/25 per cent
apportionment of the costs between en-route and aerodrome operations, respectively. The Commission noted
with interest that NAV CANADA was able to justify that
apportionment to all their users.

12.

USER INTERFACE (agenda item 12)
The Commission recalled that the main longterm objective of AeMP was to ensure the worldwide
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provision of cost-effective and responsive meteorological services, in support of safe, economic and efficient
aviation operations. In order to achieve that, and particularly to be responsive to requirements, the Commission
agreed on the importance of enhandng the interface
between providers and users of aviation meteorological
services.
12.2
The Commission agreed that the formal working arrangements between WMO and ICAO were an
excellent foundation for the relationship between the
customers of aeronautical meteorological services and
the providers. ICAO was primarily responsible for spedfying the needs of the international dvil aviation in
regard to meteorological services, and WMO was primarily responsible for the manner in which the reqUired
meteorological service was to be proVided. However, it
was also recognized that it was essential that, in addition, there should be close direct contact at the national
and local levels between the aviation community and
the providers of aeronautical meteorological services.
The Commission noted the major efforts in many countries to achieve that but recognized that there was
always room for improvement. It stressed that a close
relationship between service providers and users was
fundamental to ensuring quality aviation services. That
should be pursued irrespective of the particular national
funding arrangements.
12.3
The Commission noted with interest the examples provided by several delegations of the kinds of closer
relationships that could beneficially be made between the
service provider and user. The key points were:
(a) Regular contact between the senior staff of both
parties;
(b) Discussion to establish the services actually needed
and agree on how to provide them;
(c) Monitoring of the quality of the services provided;
and
(d) Raising of forecasters' awareness of the spedal
needs of aeronautical users.
12.4
The Commission was informed of developments in value added aviation services in a number of
countries. Those services might involve products
beyond those required by ICAO Annex 3 or more convenient methods of delivery. Examples given included
the provision of workstation systems for helicopter operators, dial-in telephone and facsimile services and direct
delivery to a pilot's hotel. The Commission agreed it
would be useful to share experiences between Members
on value added services particularly when those services
had proved successful. It agreed that that coordination
should be undertaken by PROMET.
LONG-TERM PLANNING (agenda item 13)
13.1
The Commission examined the draft Fifth
WMO Long-term Plan (5LTP) for the period 2000-2009
relating to aeronautical meteorology, Programme 4.3,
which provided the scientific and technical details of
AeMP for the period 2000-2003. The Commission
expressed gratitude to all those who contributed to the
development of the draft Long-term Plan, in particular
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the president of the Commission, Mr C. H. Sprinkle, and
the vice-president, Mr N. D. Gordon. The Commission
was informed that the draft SLTP was reviewed by
PRO MET, the Advisory and the ATEAM Working Groups
meetings held, respectively, in June 1997, February 1998
and September 1998. The Commission was further
informed that the draft was examined by the Executive
Council at its fiftieth session in June 1998, and that, as
a result of the Council directives, additional changes
were introduced to refine further the draft.
13.2
The Commission noted that the Executive
Council, while reviewing the draft SLTP, considered that
the draft text for AeMP should be revised along the recommendation of the Advisory Working Group of CAeM
and should also be refined further to align it with the
format and style of the draft SLTP. In that connection,
the Commission agreed on the revised text (see Annex II
to this report) in response to the request made by the
Executive Council. The Commission requested its president to submit, if deemed necessary, further remarks
directly to Thirteenth Congress.
TRENDS
13.3
In considering the draft SLTP, the Commission noted that the follOwing trends were expected:
(a) Continued growth in commercial aviation passenger and freight operations (around S to 10 per cent
per annum);
(b) Aircraft flying longer distances, with the ability for
dynamic routing and the need for uplinklng the
latest weather information and revised flight plans;
(c) Introduction of ATM systems, for which timely
high-resolution meterologica! information would
be a key input;
(tl) Increasing the need for accuracy in short-range terminal forecasts for efficient terminal ATM;
(e) Concern over the impacts of aviation on the environment;

{fJ

Increased involvement of the private sector in the
provision of services;

(g)

Improvements in modelling techniques and computer power, allowing frequent, local assimilation
and forecasting of high-resolution meteorological
information;

Improvements in availability, connectivity and
speed of communication systems, including satellite systems and the Internet;
(i) Increased need for more sophisticated training; and
(j) More automated observing.
13_4
The Commission, in examining the major
goals set for the implementation of AeMP for the period
2000-2003, felt that additional explanations were needed to facilitate, among other things, the monitoring of
the SLTP. The Commission approved the text found in
Annex III to this report.
(h)

TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF AERONAUTICAL
METEOROLOGY (agenda item 14)
14.1
The Commission noted with satisfaction that
since its last session in 1994, and in line with the directives
14.
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of Twelfth Congress; 23 training events were conducted
either with full WMO support, jointly funded by WMO
and a Member, or with WMO providing major support
at other organizations' training events. The Commission
noted with appreciation the major contributions of
Members in aeronautical meteorology training, in particular, Australia, the Czech Republic, France, Kenya,
South Africa, the United Kingdom and the United States,
and other organizations, namely ASECNA and ICAO.
The Commission was informed that, in cooperation
with WMO, five training seminars were carried out by
the United Kingdom, two seminars were held respectively by the United States in 1997 and 1998 and by
South Africa in 1996 and 1997, and two seminars were
organized by WMO in cooperation with the Czech
Republic and Kenya in 1998. In addition, three workshops were co-sponsored by WMO in cooperation with
Australia in 1995, the Czech Republic in 1997 and
France in 1998, three seminars were jointly held with
ASECNA in 1996, 1997 and 1998 and six seminars
including five WAFS Implementation Seminars conducted in 1994 and 1995 were held by ICAO with active
WMO participation. The main topics discussed at those
training events included application and interpretation
of NWP products in aviation forecasting, satellite broadcast implementation, volcanic ash, aeronautical
meteorological codes, PC-GRIDDS applications and cost
recovery. The session welcomed the offer made by the
United States to hold jointly with WMO a seminar on
WAFS satellite data and products and PC-GRIDDS
demonstrations during 1999 for participants from the
Pacific and South-East Asia regions.
14.2
The Commission was informed that guidance
material was developed or updated to back up that
intensive training effort. That effort included the updated popular guide, Aerodrome Reports and Forecasts: A
User's Handbook to the Codes (WMO-No. 782); the joint
ICAO/WMO Guide to the Provision ofMeteorolog;cal Service
for International Helicopter Operations (WMO-No. 842);
and Methods of Interpreting Numerical Weather Prediction
Output for Aeronautical Meteorology (WMO-No. 770,
Technical Note No. 19S).
14.3
The Commission concurred with the view
expressed at the PROMET Working Group, in June 1997,
that throughout the world, training was high on the
agenda for aeronautical meteorology but low on funding. The Commission endorsed the PROMET suggestion
that training could best be met by developing syllabi
and computerized learning packages and that distant
learning methods, using CD-ROM, the Cooperative
Programme for Operational Meteorology Education and
Training (COMET), the Internet and other modern techniques could go a long way to meeting the training
needs of users. The Commission noted that the last
Advisory Working Group meeting held in Cape Town,
South Africa, in February 1998, agreed that, if the
momentum for training was to be maintained, innovative low-cost solutions would have to be found because
of the high funding necessary to conduct traditional
seminars/workshops.
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14.4
The Internet was singled out as one medium
that presented an opportunity to disseminate training
material that could be available to many people. The
chairperson of ATEAM reported on the detailed discussions of the ATEAM on the subject of new methods of
training. He noted that the ATEAM had invited the
Commission to investigate, along with other appropriate constituent bodies of WMO, the development and
exploitation of alternate training methodologies,
notably the use of the Internet. The group recognized
that there were potential difficulties with the use of the
Internet in some parts of the world, including access to
the Internet; speed of access; and local computer capabilities. The group however felt that the Internet should
be exploited where possible as one tool to be used to
provide training, but not to the exclusion of other training methods. Mr N. Gordon proVided a quick
demonstration of one Internet training tool already
available free of charge on the site www.comet.ucar.edu.
Other delegates also noted the site http://euromet.
meteo.fr as another example of a web site with relevant
training information. The' Commission noted with
interest that the fiftieth session of the Executive
Council, in June 1998, in addressing the issue of training activities for human resources development, had
endorsed a suggestion made by its Panel on Education
and Training that a collaborative electronic communication system should be established that would provide
e-mail and NMHS Web sites on the Internet as a means
to create and distribute education and training programmes.
14.5
The Commission noted that the ATEAM
Working Group had suggested to improve global access
to training material by posting on the Internet converted PowerPoint slides of PC-GRIDDS training lectures
presented at the seminars held in Prague, in June 1998
and in Reading, United Kingdom, in July 1998 to HTML
lectures. It was also suggested that a case study including
PC-GRIDDS, figures, datasets and tutorial menus, be
made available on CD-ROM, and via the World Wide
Web. However, the ATEAM agreed that it was still important to conduct traditional training (classroom
seminars/workshops). The ATEAM stressed the need for
the development of a four-year strategic plan for training in aeronautical meteorology and felt that greater
involvement of the group in the development of the
aeronautical meteorology Long-term Plan at the outset
would give a better chance for that strategic plan to be
efficiently implemented.
TRAINING FOR AIRLINE FLIGHT DISPATCHERS

14.6
The Commission was informed on the process
for training and certifying flight dispatchers in Canada.
A candidate who would like to pursue a career as an airline dispatcher must successfully pass a civil aviation
authority written examination on general meteorology.
The candidate would then receive additional specific
operational training from an air carrier prior to becoming a licensed flight dispatcher. The Commission noted
with interest that written examinations and training

provided to an airline dispatcher during that process
were more comprehensive than the meteorology examination taken by an airline transport pilot in Canada.

15.

NATIONAL DESIGNATED METEOROLOGICAL
AUTHORITIES FOR THE PROVISION OF
AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGICAL SERVICE

(agenda item IS)
15.1
The Commission turned its attention to the
problems that certain NMSs had reported concerning
proposals for outsourcing or privatization of aeronautical meteorological services. It was informed that the
matter had been discussed by the WMO Executive
Council at its fiftieth session in June 1998 where those
concerns had been noted particularly in relation to the
duties and responsibilities of the designated Meteorological Authority in each State in accordance with lCAO
Annex 3.
15.2
The Commission agreed that the perceived
problem had to be considered in the context of the history of aeronautical meteorological services and the
international legal framework to regulate such matters
which had been set up over the years. It noted that
many NMSs had been set up specifically to serve aviation, particularly military aviation in the First World
War, and had been subsequently found indispensable to
service the rapidly expanding civil aviation industry.
Nowadays, NMSs might have many more responsibilities but one of their primary tasks was stili to service
aviation and in many developing countries, that was
still their major recipient of services. Early on in the history of aviation, it was decided that in the interests of
safety, regularity and efficiency, each State would provide agreed-upon services for international civil aviation
such as ATS, search and rescue, aeronautical telecommunications, etc., and indeed meteorology which would be
paid for by international civil aviation.
15.3
The Commission further noted that the legal
instrument governing all aspects of international civil
aviation was the Convention on International Civil
Aviation, agreed to in Chicago in 1944. That international treaty and the provisions contained in its Articles
were legally binding on the signatory Governments. The
Commission was informed that Annex 3 to the
Convention entitled "Meteorological Service for
International Air Navigation" contained International
Standards and Recommended Practices and was identical, mutatis mutandis to WMO Technical Regulation
[C.3.I.]
15.4
The Commission further recalled In that can·
text, the definition of the words 'shall' and 'should' as
defined in ICAO Annex 3/WMO Technical Regulation
[C.3.I.]. 'Shall', in the English text, and by suitable
eqUivalent terms in the Arabic, French, Russian and
Spanish texts, denoted that the material was a standard
practice or procedure recognized as necessary for the
safety and regularity of international air navigation
which it was necessary that WMO Members/ICAO
Contracting States follow or implement. 'Should', in the
English text, and by suitable eqUivalent terms in the
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Arabic, French, Russian and Spanish texts, meant that
the material was a recommended practice or procedure
which it was desirable for Members/States to follow or
implement.
15.5
The Commission also recognized that ICAO
Annex 3/WMO Technical Regulation [C.3.1.] dealt solely with meteorological service to 'international' as
opposed to 'national' aviation. It agreed that meteorological service for national aviation was a national
responsibility and although the Commission felt it to be
within its competence to advise Members on such service, it recognized that such services were solely the
responsibility of the State.
15.6
The Commission then examined the material
in ICAO Annex 3/WMO Technical Regulation [C.3.1.]
relevant to the matter under discussion. The
Commission first noted the objective of meteorological
services for international air navigation, which was to
contribute towards the safety, regularity and efficiency
of international air navigation. How that was to be
achieved and how the meteorological service which a
country provided to meet the needs of international air
navigation should be determined by international agreement.

15_7
The Commission then noted the concept of
'Meteorological Authority' as defined in ICAO Annex 31
WMO Technical Regulation [C.3.1.], which stated that
each Member/Contracting State shall designate the
authority referred to as the Meteorological Authority, to
provide or to arrange for the provision of meteurological

service for international air navigation on its behalf.
15.8
The Commission noted that, with that definition, the responsibility for designating a particular
Meteorological Authority did not lie with the NMS concerned but with the State itself and that was often
delegated to the national Civil Aviation Authority in the
country concerned. The Commission further noted that
information on which Organization had been designated as the Meteorological Authority in each State was
detailed in Information on National Civil Aviation
Departments (ICAO Doc. 7604).
15.9
The Commission agreed that that arrangement, which had served the aeronautical and
meteorological communities adequately in the past
could well bear re-examination in view of the changing
circumstances, particularly with current financial constraints facing NMSs. In the meantime, the Commission
urged its Members to ensure that the true situation in
their country was indeed reflected in ICAO Document
7604 and that steps were taken with their relevant
national authority to ensure that either they, or the
national Civil Aviation Authority, was designated to
ICAO as the Meteorological Authority in their country.
1S_10
The Commission recognized that finance was
one of the aspects of an NMS being designated as the
Meteorological Authority or, if the Civil Aviation
Authority were the designated Meteorological Authority,
being contracted by that Authority to provide meteorological service for international civil aviation. The
Commission noted that the services called for in ICAO

2S

Annex 3/WMO Technical Regulation [C.3.1.] could be
paid for by international civil aviation and recognized
that that represented a major source of revenue for
many NMSs without which some Services might find it
difficult to continue to operate. In the case where the
NMS was neither the designated meteorological authority nor contracted to provide meteorological services to
international civil aviation, the Commission felt it
important to stress that some agreed portion of the basic
infrastructure of meteorological networks in a country
should be financed by aviation if the information provided by those networks was being used partly for the
benefit of aviation. Another point that the Commission
felt important to note was that, because the meteorological service agreed to in ICAO Annex 3/WMO Technical
Regulation [C.3.1.] was provided to meet an international civil aviation requirement, both regionally and
globally, civil aviation operators were obliged to pay
agreed charges whether they availed themselves of the
service or not.
15.11
The Commission felt it important that the
NMS be designated as the Meteorological Authority.
However, some Members considered that the combination of NMS and national Meteorological Authority roles
in a single organization might create conflicts of interest
in regard to issues of regulation and service provision.
The Commission recognized that it should not, and
indeed could not, interfere in any internal decisions of a
Member as to its designation of a· Meteorological
Authority. The CommiSSion felt that regardless of the
national decision as to the Meteorological Authority, it
was important that high standards be maintained in the
interests of flight safety. In particular, the organization
designated as the Meteorological Authority must ensure
that the service provider met the standards as laid down
by WMO on the qualifications, experience and training
of aeronautical meteorological staff and the quality control of observations, instruments, forecasts, flight
documentation, etc. as contained in WMO regulatory
documents. The Commission felt it important that those
concerns be brought to the attention of ICAO.
15.12
Finally, the Commission briefiy examined the
issue of the distribution of aviation data on the Internet
and considered that it fell within the overall discussions
on data exchange which would take place at Thirteenth
Congress.

16_

COOPERATION WITH OTHER WMO BODIES
AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS (agenda

item 16)
16.1
The Commission noted with satisfaction the
continued very good cooperation that existed with various bodies both within and outside the WMO structure.
The Commission reiterated the view that a sine qua nOli
for the success of AeMP was close cooperation and a
good working relationship with all such bodies.
16.2
The Commission noted that overall liaison
with technical commissions was undertaken on an
annual basis through the Meeting of the Presidents of
Technical Commission. It further noted with satisfaction
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that, since CAeM-X, fruitful cooperation with other
commissions included the adoption by CBS of the
amended aeronautical meteorological codes by CBS-9S
and the AMDAR code by CBS-Ext.(98), and the general
coordination of the WWW and WAFS. Cooperation with
CIMO had resulted in the development of definitions for
weather terms, visibility for aeronautical purposes and
criteria for precipitation intensity by the CIMO Working
Group on Surface Measurements. A number of updated
research topics were submitted to CAS in 1997. The session was informed that CAeM was represented on the
CBS Working Group on Satellites by Mr W. Benesch
(Germany).
16.3
The Commission, noting with satisfaction the
solid foundation for the excellent relationship that
existed between WMO and ICAO, welcomed the mutual
participation of the two Organizations in all bodies deal- .
ing with aeronautical meteorology. The Commission
expressed pleasure that, since CAeM-X, WMO had been
represented at the ICAO Africa Regional Air Navigation
Meeting in 1997 and at a number of ICAO Regional
Planning Groups or subgroup meetings. The
Commission was informed that WMO participated
actively in the work of the ICAO WAFS, METLINK, RVR
and Allocation of Meteorological Costs Study Groups
and at ATS/MET/Pilots Coordination meetings. The session was further informed that the CAeM Rapporteur on
Aviation and the Environment took an active part in the
work of the ICAO Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection. It was noted with appreciation that
ICAO had attended CBS sessions in 1996 and 1998 and
that the active participation of ICAO representatives at
CAeM sessions and working groups contributed greatly
to their success. The Commission welcomed the first
joint lCAO/WMO publication, Guide to the Provision o(
Meteorological Service (or International Helicopter Operations
(WMO-No. 842), published in late 1996.
16.4
The Commission agreed that the effective and
active participation of ASECNA, the International Council
of Aircraft Owner and Pilot Assodations (IAOPA), lATA and
IFALPA in the work of CAeM and its working groups
since CAeM-X, and the close and cordial relations that
had existed throughout, had contributed to the successful results of its work. The Commission was grateful to
ASECNA for jointly organizing with WMO - for participants from French-speaking countries in Africa - three
training events respectively on the aeronautical meteorological codes in 1996 and WAFS product application to
aeronautical meteorology in 1997 and 1998.

and membership of CBS working groups, standing
groups and ad hoc task teams. That structure made
reporting mechanisms and decision-making rather complicated at a time when rapid technical development
called for much more flexibility and response capacity.
With a view to improving that Situation, CBS had developed and adopted a new working structure. The new
structure should improve the management of the
Commission} increase responsiveness to development in

science and technology, optimize the use of available
expertise and resources, provide for an accelerated deciSion-making process, improve the information flow and
make a special effort in regard to capacity building
including education and training.
16.6
The Commission noted with interest that CBS
had created four Open Programme Area Groups
(OPAGs), notably on Integrated Observing Systems, on
Information Systems and Services, on Data Processing
and Forecasting Systems, including Environmental
Emergency Response, and on Public Weather Services,
which were supported by several small, task-oriented,
non-standing expert and implementation/coordination
teams. Expanded mandate was given to the CBS
Advisory Working Group which now took collective
responsibility for the CBS programme activities and a
better information flow. The Commission expressed the
view that the information provided by the president of
CBS was very useful for its own discussion concerning its
future working structure. The Commission noted with
appreciation that CBS would arrange for adequate representation at other technical commissions and that
experts from other programmes would be invited to contribute to the work of CBS experts and coordination
teams. The Commission agreed that the collaboration
between CBS and CAeM in the AMDAR Panel was a good
example of a joint activity serving both Programmes.

17.

In accordance with established practice, the
Commission reviewed those resolutions and recommendations adopted prior to its eleventh session which were
still in force and adopted Resolution 2 (CAeM-Xl). The
Commission also examined the resolutions of the
Executive Council in the field of aeronautical meteorology and adopted Recommendation 2 (CAeM-Xl).

18.

CBS WORKING STRUCTURE
16.5
The Commission expressed its gratitude to the
president of CBS, Mr S. Mildner (Germany), for attending the present CAeM session and noted with great
interest the information he provided regarding the new
CBS working structure adopted by the CBS extraordinary
session which was held in Karlsruhe, Germany, in
September/October 1998. The president of CBS drew the
attention of the session to the expanded CBS activities as
a result of new requirements, and the increased number
REVIEWED

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESOLUTIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMISSION AND
RELEVANT EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
RESOLUTIONS (agenda item 17)

SCIENTIFIC LECTURES (agenda item 18)
18.1
The chairperson of the CAeM Working Group
on ATEAM, Mr C. McLeod (Canada), introduced the lecturers who had been invited to deliver the following
lectures:
(a) Future directions in development and application
of numerical weather prediction gUidance to operational aviation weather forecasting and operations
(Messrs H. Piimpel and R. Petersen);
(b) Volcanic ash and aviation operations (Captain
E. Miller).
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18.2
The president of the Commission,
Mr C. Sprinkle (United States), thanked Captain
E. Miller and Messrs H. Pumpel and R. Petersen for their
excellent lectures which were followed by stimulating
discussions. The Commission felt that, similar to previous occasions, and because of their importance to
aeronautical meteorology, the lectures should be translated and published if funds permitted.

19.

ESTABLISHMENT OFWORKlNG GROUPS AND
NOMINATION OF RAPPORTEURS (agenda item 19)

19.1
The Commission established the working
groups considered necessary for the work of the
Commission between the eleventh and twelfth sessions.
It reaffirmed its commitment to the main long-term
objective of AeMP to ensure the worldwide provision of
cost-effective and responsive meteorological services, in
support of safe, economic and efficient aviation operations. It agreed that in order to meet that objective and
achieve the goals of the 5LTP, the inter-sessional work of
the Commission could best be accomplished through
three working groups:
(a) The Advisory Working Group which would operate
in an empowered fashion with the ability to take
decisions on behalf of the Commission in the intersessional period on matters of urgency. The group
would consist of:
(i)
The president and vice-president of the
Commission;

(ii)

The chairpersons of the Working Groups on
PROMET and on Training, the Environment
and New Developments in Aeronautical
Meteorology (TREND);
(iii) A minimum number of additional members
to achieve regional representation;
(iv) Such other additional experts (up to a maximum of two), as the president felt necessary
to accomplish the task of the Advisory
Working Group;
(b) The Working Group on the Provision of
Meteorological Information Required by Civil
Aviation (PROMET). That would be an open working group with core regional representation. The
tasks to be undertaken to achieve the goals of the
Long-term Plan would fall into the following areas:
(i)
WAFS;
(ii)
Aeronautical meteorological codes;
(iii) Aeronautical meteorological observations;
(iv) Improved service delivery to users;
(v)
Cost-recovery of meteorological services for
aviation;

(vi) Regulatory and guidance material;
(vii) Liaison with CBS and CIMO;
(viii) Liaison with ICAO and aviation user organi-

in
the
following
specific
tasks
areas in order to achieve the goals of the Long-term
Plan:
(i)
Training;
(ii) Impact of aviation on the environment;
(iii) Very-short-range terminal forecasts;
(iv) Forecasting and warning of en-route meteorological hazards;
(v)
Forecast verification;
(vi) Technology transfer;
(vii) Liaison with CAS.
19.2
In respect of the Advisory Working Group and
the Working Group on TREND, the Commission decided that those working groups should have a limited
number of members. Resolutions 3 (CAeM-XI) and
4 (CAeM-XI) were adopted.
19.3
Noting the continuing importance of the
Working Group on the Provision of Meteorological
Information Required by Civil Aviation (PROMET), the
Commission agreed that the group should again be
given a core membership and that Members operating
WAFCs and RAFCs and other Members willing to participate actively in the work of the group should be invited
to nominate experts. It was noted that due to the limited funds available for the support of working groups, it
would not be possible to finance the attendance of all
members of the group, except for those qualifying under
General Regulation 36(2), i.e. the core members.
Recognizing the importance of collaboration with ICAO
and user organizations which, in the past, had greatly

contributed to the progress made by the Working Group
on PROMET, the Commission agreed that ICAO, lATA,
IAOPA, IFALPA and ASECNA should be invited to participate in the work of PROMET. Resolution 5 (CAeM-XI)
was adopted.
19.4
The Commission authorized its president to
invite additional experts, as required, to participate in
the work of CAeM working groups, if that should be
deemed necessary. It was agreed that because of the allencompassing mandates of the working groups, there
would be no need to appoint rapporteurs to the
Commission for the next inter-sessional period.
19.5
The Commission, noting the increased importance of the activities of the new working groups,
encouraged its president and the WMO Secretariat to
keep the members of the Commission informed by all
appropriate means of progress in the work by distributing, as appropriate, reports of sessions, newsletters,
circular letters from the president of CAeM, etc.

20.

ELECTiON OF OFFICERS (agenda item 20)

Messrs N. D. Gordon (New Zealand) and

J. Goas (France) were unanimously elected president and
vice-president of the Commission, respectively.

zations;
(e)

The Working Group on Training, the Environment
and New Developments in Aeronautical
Meteorology (TREND). That would be a small closed
working group of experts chosen to accomplish

21.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS (agenda item 21)
There were no issues raised by Members of the
Commission under this agenda item.
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DATE AND PLACE OF THE TWELFTH SESSION

(agenda item 22)
22.1
The president noted that traditionally the
Commission met in alternate seSSions conjointly with
an appropriate constituent body of ICAO. The
Commission was therefore informed that the twelfth
session would be held conjointly with an ICAO
Divisional Meeting in 2002.
22.2
The Commission decided that the date and
place of that session should be decided upon at a later
date and requested its president to make the necessary
arrangements in consultation with the SecretaryGeneral.
23.
CLOSURE OF THE SESSION (agenda item 23)
23.1
In closing the session, the president,
Mr C. Sprinkle (United States) thanked all those who
had contributed to the major achievements of the
Commission during the inter-sessional period. He particularly thanked all CAeM members who had facilitated
his work as president of the Commission during the last
eight years. He congratulated the newly elected president of the Commission, Mr N. D. Gordon (New
Zealand), and wished him every success in presiding
over the Commission for the next four years. On behalf
of the Commission, Mr Gordon, thanked both the outgoing chairperson of PROMET, Mr J. Dear (Australia),
and the chairperson of ATEAM, Mr C. McLeod (Canada),

for their able and productive leadership during the past
eight years. He then paid particular tribute to
Mr Sprinkle for his outstanding leadership as president
of the Commission and for his work within the United
States in fostering international aviation services.
Mr Gordon expressed the gratitude of all the
Commission members for the more than 20 years that
Mr Sprinkle had devoted to the development of global
aeronautical meteorology to the benefit of all.
23.2
Delegates from many countries as well as several representatives of observing organizations paid
tribute to Mr Sprinkle. The representative of lCAO highlighted the special contribution that Mr Sprinkle had
made to the development and implementation of WAFS.
Finally, the delegates expressed their appreciation to the
WMO Secretariat for the excellent preparation and the
successful conduct of the eleventh session of the
Commission. On behalf of the Secretary-General of
WMO, Mr R. Landis, Director of the WWW Department,
thanked the president, vice-president and the cochairpersons of committees for their contributions in
ensuring a very successful conclusion to CAeM-XI. He
congratulated the new officers and indicated that the
WMO Secretariat was looking forward to assisting them
in the next inter-sessional period.
23.3
The eleventh session of the Commission for
Aeronautical Meteorology was closed at 11.05 a.m. on
Thursday, 11 March 1999.

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE SESSION

RESOLUTION 1 (CAeM-XI)
ENCOURAGEMENT OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR PARTICIPATION OF MEN AND
WOMEN IN THE WORK OF THE COMMISSION
THE COMMISSION FOR AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY,
NOTING:

(I) The appeals made in Chapter 24 of Agenda 21:
Programme of Action for Sustainable Development
(Rio de Janeiro, 1992) on the "Global action for
women towards sustainable and equitable developmene',
(2) The United Nations Conference on Women (Beijing,
China, 1995) and its recognition of the importance
of women and their contribution to SCience,
(3) That several WMO technical commissions had
adopted resolutions encouraging increased participation by women in the work of those
Commissions,
(4) The recommendations of the International Experts
Meeting on the Participation of Women in
Meteorology and Hydrology (Bangkok, Thailand,
1997),
(S) That the fiftieth session of the Executive Council
(Geneva, 1998) requested Members to encourage

the advancement of women in meteorology and
operational hydrology,
CONSIDERING:

(1) The need for trained meteorologists in the work of
the Commission,
(2) That in some countries, to ensure a good balance of
men and women in science and technology, more
emphasis may be needed to encourage women's
education,
WELCOMING the very active participation of women delegates at this session,
that Members:
(I) Provide active encouragement and support for
equal opportunity for the participation of suitably
qualified men and women in all Uelds related to
meteorology including decision-making levels, and
in CAeM programme and activities;
(2) Encourage education leading to careers in science
and technology for men and women.

RECOMMENDS

RESOLUTION 2 (CAeM-XI)
REVIEW OF THE PREVIOUS RESOLUTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE
COMMISSION FOR AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY
THE COMMISSION FOR AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY,

NOTING

the action taken on the recommendations
adopted prior to its eleventh seSSion,

CONSIDERING that all resolutions adopted prior to its
eleventh session are now obsolete,
CONSIDERING that all recommendations adopted prior to
its eleventh session and still in force have been reconsidered,

DECIDES:

(1) Not to keep in force Resolutions 1, 2, 3, 4, S, 6 and
7 (CAeM-X);
(2) Not to keep in force Recommendations 1, 2, 3, 4,
and S (CAeM-X).
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RESOLUTION 3 (CAeM-XI)
ADVISORY WORKING GROUP OF THE COMMISSION FOR AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY
THE COMMISSION FOR AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY,
NOTING:

The report of the president of the Commission to
CAeM-XI,
(2) The valuable work carried out by the Advisory
Working Group since the tenth session of the
Commission,

(1)

CONSIDERING:

(1) The continuing usefulness of a working group in
advising the president of the Commission and in
assisting him in his duties of coordination and
planning,
(2) The need, in matters of urgency, for decisions to be
taken on behalf of the Commission,
DECIDES:

(1) To establish an Advisory Working Group of the
Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology with the
following terms of reference:
(a)
To advise the president of the Commission,
as necessary, in the performance of his
duties;
(b)
To advise the president on the preparation
and review of technical publications in the
field of aeronautical meteorology;

To assist the president in short- and long-term
planning of the work of the Commission and
of its working groups and to keep under
review the work of the Commission;
(d)
To take decisions on behalf of the
Commission during the inter-sessional period on matters of urgency;
(2) That the composition of the Advisory Working
Group should be as follows:
(a)
President of CAeM (chairperson);
(b)
Vice-president of CAeM;
(c)
Chairperson of the Working Group on the
Provision of Meteorological Information
required by Civil Aviation (PROMET);
(d)
Chairperson of the Working Group on Training,
the Environment and New Developments in
Aeronautical Meteorology (TREND);
(e)
An expert designated by Cuba;
(f)
An expert designated by Nigeria;
(g)
An expert designated by the Russian
Federation;
(h)
Up to a further two experts designated by the
president and deemed necessary by him to
carry out the work of the Advisory Working
Group.
(c)

RESOLUTION 4 (CAeM-XI)
WORKING GROUP ON TRAINING, THE ENVIRONMENT AND NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN
AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY (TREND)
THE COMMISSION FOR AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY,
NOTING:

(1) The continuing rapid developments in the application of modern forecast techniques and
methodologies,
(2) The results of the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development, including the Rio
Declaration and Agenda 21,
(3) Resolutions 14 (EC-XLIV) - The Rio Declaration
and Agenda 21, and 15 (EC-XLIV) - Framework
Convention on Climate Change,
CONSIDERING:

(1) The potential benefit of the application of
advanced techniques and methodologies to aeronautical meteorological services,
(2) The development of advanced techniques for the
quality control of meteorological data and fore-

casts,
(3) The need for CAeM to take.a lead role in considering the implications of Agenda 21 in the field of
aeronautical meteorology,

(4) The unique opportunity that aviation reports provide to enhance the global monitoring of the
atmospheric environment,
DECIDES:

(1) To establish a Working Group on Training, the
Environment and New Developments in
Aeronautical Meteorology, with the following terms
of reference;
(a)
To foster training of meteorological personnel in aeronautical. meteorology aimed at
upgrading aeronautical meteorological practices and to act as a focal point for the
Commission regarding training;
(b)
To keep under review the impact of aviation
on the environment, particularly in relation
to meteorological conditions influencing the
impact of aviation in the terminal area and
the impact of aircraft emissions on the environment in the en-route phase of flight;
(c)
To encourage airlines to contribute to the
global database of information enabling an
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(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

ongoing assessment of the impact of aviation
on the environment;
To promote research and development on
the forecasting of meteorological phenomena of importance to aircraft operations, in
particular the forecasting and warning of enroute meteorological hazards;
To review and report on research and development in techniques and technologies
related to aeronautical forecasting in particular with reference to very-short-range
terminal forecasts;
To prepare and review gUidance material on
advanced techniques relevant to aeronautical forecasting;
To review and report on procedures for
monitoring and verifying aeronautical
forecasts;
To advise on the use of numerical model output, statistical methods and artificial
intelligence in aeronautical forecasting;

To advise on the introduction, and promote
the exchange through technology transfer,
of modern forecasting techniques and technologies relevant to aeronautical forecasting;
Ij)
To maintain close liaison with CAS, particularly with respect to aeronautical meteorological
research and development requirements;
(k)
To liaise with lCAO and aeronautical user
organizations in relation to impacts of
aviation on the environment;
(2) To give the working group membership with one
expert designated by each of the following Members:
Australia;
Hong Kong, China;
Japan;
Kenya;
United Kingdom;
United States;
(3) To designate, in accordance with General
Regulation 32, Mr H. Piimpel (Austria), as chairperson of the working group.
(i)

RESOLUTION 5 (CAeM-XI)
WORKING GROUP ON THE PROVISION OF METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION
REQUIRED BY CIVIL AVIATION (PROMET)
THE COMMISSION FOR AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY,

(d)

CONSIDERING:

(1) The continuing need to improve the quality of
meteorological information required for aviation,
(2) The operational and technological advances in the
field of meteorology and data processing,
(3) The continuing need for advice on meteorological
observing arrangements at aeronautical meteorological stations, adequate to meet stated aeronautical
requirements and which conform to WMO standard
observing practices and instrument speCifications,

(e)

(f)

(g)

DECIDES:

(1) To establish a Working Group on the Provision of
Meteorological Information Required by Civil
Aviation with the following terms of reference:
(a)
To advise on the implementation and operation of WAFS and coordinate as appropriate
withWWW;
(b)
To formulate proposals for the amendment
of aeronautical codes, coding instructions
and meteorological message formats to meet
operational requirements;
(e)
To provide advice on meteorological observing arrangements at aerodromes to meet
stated aeronautical requirements, in particular through the monitoring of developments
in observing techniques including the
automation of observations;

(h)

(i)

Ij)

To liaise with the AMDAR Panel to ensure
that the aeronautical reqUirements for automated meteorological reports from aircraft
are met;
To advise and' promote improved service
delivery to users;
To keep under continuous review the regulatory and guidance material related to the
provision of services to aviation;
To keep under review guidance material on
aeronautical meteorological practices and
meteorological observing arrangements at
aerodromes;
To keep under continuous review the
mechanism of cost-recovery of meteorological services for aviation and provide
advice and gUidance to members on costrecovery;
To liaise with CBS on questions relating to
support provided by WWW for aeronautical
meteorology and with CIMO with regard
to aerodrome meteorological measurements;
To act as the Commission focal point for
ICAO and aeronautical user organizations on
all aspects relating to the provision and distribution of meteowlogical information to
meet stated requirements;
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(2) To give the working group the following membership:
(a)
One expert designated by each of the following Members:
Australia;
Brazil;
China;
Czech Republic;
South Africa;
(b)
Additional experts to be nominated by
Members having accepted responsibility for
the operation of a WAFC or RAFC;

(c)

Experts nominated by other Members wishing to participate actively in the work of the
group;

(3) To designate, in accordance with General
Regulation 32, Mr M. Edward (South Africa), as
chairperson of the working group;
REQUESTS the Secretary-General to invite lCAO, lATA,
lAOPA, lFALPA and ASECNA to participate in the work
of the group.

RECOMMENDATIONS ADOPTED BY THE SESSION

RECOMMENDATION 1 (CAeM-XI)
DEFINITION OF VISIBILITY FOR AERONAUTICAL PURPOSES
THE COMMISSION FOR AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY,
NOTING:

(1) That the current concept of visibility as defined by
WMO in terms of MOR was not acceptable to aviation, as the reported visibility at night, based on
light intensity was substantially lower than the visibility estimated by a human observer or as seen by
a pilot,
(2) That this had been unresolved for some time and
required a resolution, acknowledging that further
adaptation of the definition might be required as
automated observing was developed,
CONSIDERING:

(1) That the determination of an acceptable definition
was becoming increasingly urgent with the advent
of automated observation systems for aeronautical
purposes,
(2) The recommendation of CIMO that "application-specific" definitions of visibility should be

defined by the user groups themselves and not by
CIMO,
RECOMMENDS that visibility for aeronautical purposes be
defined as the greater of:
(1) The greatest distance at which a black object of suitable dimensions, situated near the ground, can be
seen and recognized when observed against a bright
background;
(2) The greatest distance at which lights in the vicinity
of 1 000 candelas can be seen and identified against
an unlit background;
NOTE: The two distances have different values in air of
given extinction coefficient, and the latter varies

with the background illumination. The former
is represented by MOR;
REQUESTS the Secretary General to seek the concurrence
of ICAO in adopting this definition wIth a view to its
insertion, as appropriate, in ICAO Annex 3/WMO
Technical Regulation [C.3.l].

RECOMMENDATION 2 (CAeM-XI)
REVIEW OF THE RESOLUTIONS OF THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL BASED ON PREVIOUS
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMISSION FOR AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY
THE COMMISSION FOR AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY,
with satisfaction the action taken by the
Executive Council on previous recommendations of the
Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology,

NOTING

CONSIDERING that many of these recommendations have
become redundant in the meantime,
RECOMMENDS that Resolutions 6 (EC-XLVII) and 9 (EC-L)
be no longer considered necessary.

ANNEXES

ANNEX I
Annex to paragraph 5.4 of the general summary

AERODROME CLIMATOLOGICAL SUMMARY - TABULAR FORM MODEL D
ATIACHMENT

MODELD
MONTH: _ _ __

AERODROME: _ _ _ __

PERIOD OF RECORD: _ __
OBSERVING TIMES: _ _ __

TOTAL NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS: _ _ __
LATITUDE: _ _ __

ELEVATION ABOVE MSL: _ _M

LONGITUDE:

Frequencies of occurrence of t1le concurrent wind direction (in 30° sectors) and speed within specified ranges

Wind speed (kt)
Wind direction

1-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

21-25

26-30

31-35

36-40

41-45

46-50

>50

Total

Calm
Variable

35-36-01
02-03-04
05-06-07

08-09-10
11-12-13
14-15-16
17-18-19
20-21-22
23-24-25
26-27-28
29-30-31
32-33-34
TOTAL
1998 edition

ANNEXES II, III
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ANNEX II
Annex to paragraph 13.2 of the general summary

FIFTH WMO LONG-TERM PLAN RELATING TO AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY
Programme 4.3 Aeronautical Meteorology Programme

Purpose and scope
6.4.13 The AeMP fulfils one of the major purposes
given in the WMO Convention, namely "to further the
application of meteorology to aviation". In the context
of the AeMP, the application to aviation concerns operational meteorological information required in the
interest of the safety, regularity and efficiency of air navigation, and meteorological assistance to the
non-real-time activities of the aviation industry.
Main long-term objective
6.4.14 The main long-term objective of the AeMP is to
ensure the worldwide provision of cost-effective and
responsive meteorological services, in support of safe,
regular and efficient aviation operations.
Implementation for the period 2000-2003
6.4.15 The implementation of the programme will
include the following major goals with the highest priority being a focus on users and training:
(a) Organization of specialized training events and the
provision of comprehensive online training material globally accessible through the Internet; at least
16 training events will be organized with emphasis
on ensuring that forecasters extract maximum benefit from high resolution numerical models,
nowcasting and remote sensing and ensuring that
other training needs are met (for example, through
CIMO);
(b) Fostering close contacts and cooperation with the
aviation community to explore and implement
opportunities to provide enhanced services that
respond to aviation needs;

Encouragement of the implementation of agreed
cost recovery principles subject to national agreement;
(d) Implementation of WAFS in cooperation with ICAO
to the point where the two WAFCs are capable of
automating a larger portion of the production of
global en-route SIGWX and of distributing them in
a digital form, and at least 90 per cent of
Members have direct operational access to WAFS
products;
(e) Improvements of quality and cost-effectiveness of
observations in the terminal area taking advantage
of new observing technolOgies and capabilities, taking into account any results from a proposed ICAO
review of operational requirements for observations
in the terminal area;
(fJ Improvement of forecasts and warnings in the
terminal area (as assessed using international
verification standards) with particular emphasis on
the first three hours to assist in ATM;
(g) Promotion and coordination of cost-effective global collection and dissemination of automated
meteorological observations from aircraft to contribute to the GOS;
(h) Improvements in the forecasting and warning of
en-route meteorological hazards, including
turbulence, icing, volcanic ash and tropical
cyclones;
(i) Assisting ICAO in updating the International
Standards and Recommended Practices for the provision of aeronautical meteorological services for
international air navigation and providing related
guidance material to Members; and
(j) Prompting enhanced understanding and awareness
of the impact of aviation on the environment.
(e)

ANNEX III
Annex to paragraph 13.4 of the general summary

ACTIVITIES ENVISAGED TO BE CARRIED OUT TO ACHIEVE THE
MAJOR GOALS OF THE AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY PROGRAMME
FIFTH WMO LONG-TERM PLAN (2000-2003)
(a)

Organization of specialized training events and the
provision of comprehensive online training material globally accessible through the Internet; at least
16 training events will be organized with emphasis
on ensuring that forecasters extract maximum benefit from high resolution numerical models,
nowcasting systems, and remote sensing, and
ensuring that other training needs are met (for

example, through CIMO); the training will be targeted towards achieving the key improvements
identified below;
(b) Fostering close contacts and cooperation with the
aviation community to explore and implement
opportunities to provide enhanced services that
respond to aviation needs; encouragement will be
provided to Members to enhance and improve
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contact at all levels between providers and users and
to explore opportunities and share experiences on
the delivery of enhanced services (e.g., innovative
delivery mechanisms, or customized forecasts);
(e) Encouragement of the implementation of agreed
cost recovery principles subject to national agreement; a number of workshops will be held and
guidance material will be kept up to date;
(tl) Implementation of WAFS in cooperation with ICAO
to the point where the two WAFCs are capable of
automating a larger portion of the production of
global en-route SIGWX and of distributing them in
digital form, and at least 90 per cent of members
have direct operational access to WAFS products;
this direct access to WAFS products may be through
satellite dissemination or land-based communication. Global forecasts will be produced at least every
6 hours. The accuracy of upper wind and temperature forecasts will be maintained or improved, with
an emphasis on reducing the incidence of large
errors. The target improvement in RMS wind errors
by 2003 is 5 per cent from 1998 levels;
(e) Improvements of quality and cost-effectiveness of
observations in the terminal area taking advantage
of new observing technologies and capabilities, taking into account any results from the proposed
ICAO review of operational requirements for observations in the terminal area; systems for monitoring
the weather in the terminal area, such as automatic
weather stations and remotely-sensed data from
radar, satellite and Iigthning detection systems, will
be explored and employed as necessary;
if) Improvement of forecasts and warnings in the terminal area (as assessed using international
verification standards) with particular emphasis on
the first three hours to assist in ATM; guidance and

training will be provided on new methods, techniques and research results related to the
preparation of very-short tenn terminal forecasts.
Stadardized verification teChniques will be developed and shared with Members;
(x) Promotion and coordination of cost-effective global collection and dissemination of automated
meteorological observations from aircraft to contribute to the GOS; increased numbers of reports
will be collected in real-time, and global coordination and data management will be encouraged to
ensure optimum cost-effectiveness;
(h)

(i)

(j)

Improvements in the forecasting and warning of
en-route meteorological hazards, including turbulence, icing, volcanic ash and tropical cyclones;
performance improvements will be assessed objectively where possible. The AeMP will assist in the
improvements through encouraging appropriate
research work, and through providing guidance and
training to Members;
Assisting ICAO in updating the International
Standards and Recommended Practices for the provision of aeronautical meteorological services for
international air navigation and providing related
guidance material to Members; appropriate changes
to technical regulations and guidance material will
be developed to ensure consistency with any
amendments to the requirements in ICAO Annex 3;
Prompting enhanced understanding and awareness
of the impact of aviation on the environment;

information will be provided for Members which
summarizes the scientific and operational knowledge on the impact of aviation on the
environment, details the major questions and
unknowns, and identifies the ramifications for the
AeMP.
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VCP
VSAT
WAFC
WAFS
WMO
WWW
WWWDM
Y2K

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
National Transportation Safety Board
Numerical Weather Prediction
National Weather Service

Operating Consortium of ASDAR Participants
Open Programme Area Group
Operational Meteorological Information
Operations Group
PC-based Gridded Interactive Display and Diagoostic System
Pilot Report
Probability of Detection
Working Group on the Provision of Meteorological Infonnation Required Before and During
Flight (fonner title)
Working Group on the Provision of Meteorological Infonnation Required by Civil Aviatlon
(new title)
Regional Association
Regional Area Forecast Centre
Rawind Observation
Root-Mean-Square
Regional Meteorological Telecommunication Network
Regional Telecommunication Hub
Runway Visual Range
Satellite Distribution System
Significant Weather
WWW System Support Activities
Significant Weather Chart (high level)
Significant Weather Chart (low level)
Significant Weather Chart (medium level)
TAF Interactive Production System
Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer
Working Group on Training, the Environment and New Developments in Aeronautical
Meteorology
United Nations Conference on Environment and Development
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
Volcanic Ash Advisory Centre
Voluntary Cooperation Programme
Very Small Aperture Tenninal
World Area Forecast Centre
World Area Forecast System
World Meteorological Organization
World Weather Watch
WWW Data Management
Year 2000

